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Abstract
From the earliest phases of the development of human cunsciousness to the
present day, it appears that death is what is most feared. Consequently, over vast
periods of historical time, strategies to avoid death became increasingly sophisticated -
from sacrificial rituals to complex symbolic structures created to transcend or forestall
death's eventuality. The topics of death and dying have regularly mystified and en-
gaged many of the world's most highly respected leaders, from scientists and healers to
playwrights and poets; and their extensive observations - both in scope and depth -
illuminate the fact that death and dying are an extremely rich resource for understanding
and living a meaningful life. Seldom, though, is death recognized as a topic holding real
and practical value for the study of leadership and powerful daily living. This paper
proposes that leaders who do not pull back from what is feared about death and instead
approach life with a whole awareness of the constancy of change and impermanence
will provide a style of guidance which embodies wisdom, compassion and long-term
vision that can transform lives and workplaces.
The research attempts to bring meaningful awareness to the concepts of death
and dying and their relationship to leadership in two ways. An empirical study was
conducted to measure twenty individuals'fear of death and their development of per-
sonal power (personal power being characterized by stages of an individual's ability to
combine self-knowledge with action). Additionally, the subjects completed an open-
ended interview consisting of fifteen questions. Results support the hypothesis that
individuals who demonstrate higher stages of personal power increasingly have lesser
fears surrounding mortality. Final speculations about the importance of responding to
the fear of death are discussed in terms of the potential for understanding some of our
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From the earliest phases of the development of human consciousness to the
present day, it appears that the ending of the human form, mortality, is what is most
feared. Consequently, over vast periods of historical time, strategies to avoid death
became increasingly sophisticated - from sacrificial rituals to complex symbolic struc-
tures created to transcend or forestall death's eventuality" Across all cultures, Ieaders
are frequently symbolized by the concept of a hero - individuals who courageously
ignore, battle or transcend death, whether it is the death of the human body or the death
of a dream. Additionally, the topics of death and dying have regularly mystified and
engaged many of the world's most highly respected leaders, from scientists and healers
to playwrights and poets; and their extensive observations - both in scope and depth -
illuminate the fact that death and dying are an extremely rich resource for understanding
and Iiving a meaningful life.
Seldom, though, is death recognized as a topic holding real and practical value
for the study of Ieadership and powerful daily living. This paper proposes that leaders
who do not pull back from what is feared about death and instead approach life with a
whole awareness of the constancy of change and impermanence will provide a style of
guidance which embodies wisdom, compassion and long-term vision that can transform
lives and workplaces. Therefore, understanding the connections between a leader and
histher relationship with death - either literal or metaphorical - should not be overlooked.
lnstead, vast scholarly and spiritual literature on death and dying illuminates the fact that
this area of study is an extremely rich resource for understanding the psychological,
physical, cultural and spiritual aspects of humankind's entire relationship with both life
and death. Furthermore, because many distinguished leaders in science and spirituality
consider the fear of mortality to be the greatest human fear, unconsciously motivating
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every behavior for both survival and thriving, this paper suggests that the most effective
leadership must begin with self-leadership - what Jung (1964) referred to as self-actual-
ization through an individuation process - and that the highest levels of self-leadership
must include confronting the fear of death.
The focus of this thesis is the achievement of a more complete sense of reality
for individuals as leaders - a reality where life and death are seen as an inseparable,
interconnected whole and a reality where change (seen as death) is emhraced, not
feared. ln the search for answers to understanding the fear of death and its connections
to leadership, this paper suggests that individuals must have the courage and will to let
go of any misguided preconceptions of death before higher levels of personal power can
be attained. Otherwise, a leader locked in by fear and ignorance is a Ieader easily
controlled, pushed and manipulated through hisfier own fear. And a leader whose habit
and conditioning is to worry about, avoid or deny death - in any form - will lack a more
powerful ability for truly free choice and action. Finally, this paper suggests that the
strength to face fear comes from an individual's undivided attention to it. Then, by
relinquishing any misguided beliefs and meeting their fears, every individual can poten-
tially transform a crisis which involves some type of loss into an opportunity.
To better understand death's meaning in culture Lerner (1997) notes that humans
crave meaning and purpose in life, thereby endlessly discovering ways to create mean-
ing. Becker (1975) notes that humans have uniquely attempted to find a meaning for
life, some kind of larger scheme into which the individual fits, by transcending death via
culture - not only in simple (or simple-minded) ways such as feeding their appetites and
endless desires, but in much more complex and symbolic ways. Whether it is fulfilling
God's purpose, doing one's duty to family or ancestors or achieving something which
one is remembered by, Becker notes the human desire is to attain an "immortal self in
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the face of the real limitations of the body. lndeed, in regards to finding ultimate mean-
ing, Rinpoche (1994), a noted Buddhist scholar, does suggest that death itself is the
peffect tool for understanding life's meaning because death serves as the ultimate mirror
in which the entire meaning of life is reflected; otherwise, without an appreciation and
deep understanding that everything must come to an end - most especially one's own
mortal body - how can one place a value on anything? Flinpoche feels that it is be-
causethe how or when of death is uncertain that "we" get distracted. We worry about
our car payments, whether our boss likes us, what we will eat for dinner and a million
other things that separate us from examining perhaps the one thing that will put all of
these things into a much sharper focus -- our mortality.
To fully encounter this meaning of death, death must be understood in its most
subtle forms. According to Levine (1982) the lesson of death is that change and imper-
manence are constant - that one cannot grasp and hold in a static pattern all those
things which make him/her feel safe and secure. Several experts note that these les-
sons are everywhere (Browne-Miller, 1996; Coyhis, 1997; Easwaran, 1992; Flinpoche,
1994). Therefore, to teach death's deepest meaning they stretch the definition beyond
physical death to include the more frequent, metaphorical "small" deaths, such as the
loss of one's job, social status, health, a relationship or even a physical disaster - all of
which they suggest can be seen as great teachers of impermanence and important
passages of learning. "There would be no chance at all of getting to know death if it
happened only once. But foftunately, life is nothing but a continuing dance of birth and
death, a dance of change" (Rinpoche, 1994, p. 33)
This paper also suggests that despite the absolute cerlainty of death, death does
not always have to be experienced as a painful ending - rather that wisdom occurs
when death can be seen as both an ending and atransition into a new beginning stage
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or phase. lnstead of being afraid of great change and the unknown an individual devel-
oping self-leadership can potentially transform an experience of death from a miserable
ordeal to a powerful initiation. Moreover, as an individual begins to recognize and
understand his/her own identifiable mental and emotional landmarks, i.e., emotional
blocks or patterns of adion, related to the death and dying processes, the more s/he
can have compassion for her/himself when facing difficult life transitions.
Finally, this research suggests that leaders who are truly "heroic" approach life
with the ever-present awareness of the natural cycle and motion of all things and they
will provide a style of guidance and service which embodies wisdom, compassion and
long-term vision that can poweffully transform lives and workplaces.
Hypothesis
The study's hypothesis is that as an individual achieves a greater sense of
personal power (personal power* being characterized by degrees of an individual's
ability to combine self-knowledge with action) his or her fear of death decreases. The
primary question addressed is whether there is a correlation between four stages of
personal power and an individual's favorable (or unfavorable) view toward death and
dying - of both themselves and of other individuals close to them. Following this line of
reasoning, a negative relationship is hypothesized between high stages of personal
power and low fear of death. Furthermore, it is hypothesized that as an individual
operates at both higher stages of personal power and lower levels of death fear, their
leadership style adopts a pattern of service which expands. ln other words, the every-
day actions of these individuals exhibit spontaneous caring and compassion, moving
beyond their closest immediate friends and family to Iarger social communities. They
simply become more conscious of the importance and power of positive relationships.
This hypothesis will be examined through personal interviews with the subjects.
* This term will be more fully defined in the Literature Review Section.
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Significance of the Problem
Presently, we Iive in a non-ideal world where poverty, starvation, treatable
disease, environmental degradation, violence and war are persistent global problems;
the vast majority of human response ranges from helpless to overwhelmed, from
naively hopeful to apathetic, from passive to violent. lf, as many theorists believe, the
fear and denial of death are intimately related to humankind's inability to address
these pressing problems, there are many psychological and sociological implications
for studying death and dying (Becker, 1973; Becker, 1975; Levine, 1982; Flinpoche,
1 994)
To begin, Rinpoche (1994) notes that because death is non-linear (the when,
where and how of death are both unpredictable and unknowable) death feels terribly
chaotic to the individual. By tying together chaos theory and social order, Wolinsky
(1993) observes that our outward social structures are the result of our inward psycho-
Iogical structures. Therefore, he suggests that if an individual fears, resists or rejects
chaos (i.e., death being psychologically symbolic of an ultirnate, chaotic change
process), there is no opportunity for understanding, let alone appreciating, its initially
unpredictable order, and misery and confusion result - organizationally and globally.
However, when further examined, Wolinsky notes that science discovered a deeper
order within chaos, an order beyond the immediate appearance of disorder; and
understanding this apparent dualism is a great challenge for the individual mind.
ln discovering a deeper order between death and dying, leadership, organiza-
tional and global issues, this paper suggests that "peace" with chaos must be made
at a personal level. To the degree that an individual thinks that chaos is outside of
him/herself (i.e., in the organization or society), s/he will only understand chaos in its
most superficial sense. Wolinslry (1993) notes that when individuals ignore or repress
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their feelings of chaos, a false "l-dentity" will be constructed, one based on the repres-
sion of one's emotions and one's true self, without fear; and this fear is transmuted to
culture. However, according to Wolinsky, one cannot let go of something until one
knows what it is; therefore, the significance of fully understanding how chaos in the
physical universe is mirrored in the individual psyche helps individuals go beyond their
knee-jerk resistance and moves them through different and "higher" levels of order,
rather than their attempting to automatically freeze the chaos in order to manage it.
At the same time, several leaders recognize that once fear is recognized it is
critically impofiant to go to the next step beyond the mental conditioning at the level of
self. Rinpoche (1994) recognizes that "the disastrous effects of the denial of death go
far beyond the individual: They affectthe whole planet" (p.8). lndeed, Ernest Becker
(1975) abundantly demonstrated in his classictreatise on the vast and alarming implica-
tions of death denial, Esape From Eui{ how humans unable to escape their personal
mortality instead seek self-transcendence via their culture, often in violent ways. The
individual's Iargely unconscious anxiety and terror of death spills over into daily affairs,
heaping "evil' on the world - everything from massive social inequality to human sacri-
fice (i.e., the Nazis"Tinal solution" forthe Jews) - alt of it as a desperate attempt at
affirming some control over life.
Connections to Leadership
The present study proposes that being personally powerful - self-actualized
through an increasing understanding of one's nature - is a critically important quality for
a leader to possess. This paper further suggests that death acceptance demonstrates
one of the most advanced characteristics of personal power, the embodiment of which
allows a leader to transform histher environment, organization and culture through
actions of fearless and more compassionate service.
&ugshitrg fiuiiega [-itlrar';
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ln recent Ieadership studies, there appears to be a rapidly growing recognition
that what is needed to address some of the recurring human dilemmas is a purposeful
integration of the knowledge from leadership theory with the desire to serve. Bennis
(1985) notes that the concept of leading others must include the managing of oneself. ln
other words, in relationship to death and dying, leaders must courageously penetrate
their own fears before they can masterfully guide others through change processes. ln
this light, using the fear of death as a tool of transformation must be done with an in-
trepid sense of self-reliance implemented with exemplary care and integrity. Hagberg
(1994) notes the importance of self-prepared leaders. "People who work on these im-
mense challenges need to be secure in themselves and spiritually grounded so they are
not burned out but transformed by embracing people who face poverty, abuse, or
homelessness" (xvii).
ln addition to developing one's persona! power through self-appraisal, leaders
must understand the needs of others while manifesting an unwavering commitment to
fundamental social change at the same time - a challenging balance. Robert Greenleaf,
whom many considered the world's leading authority on servant leadership, states, "lf a
better society is to be built, one more just and more caring and providing the opportunity
for people to grow, the most effective and economical way, while supportive of the social
order, is to raise the performance as servant of as many institutions as possible"
(Greenleaf, 1 998, p. 17).
Because service-oriented styles of leadership still run counter to many current
management techniques and practices, Block (1993) addressed a related point by
attempting to redefine organizational success. He indicated that what is needed for
good stewardship is a reconciliation between our typically positive intentions to serve
others with the harsher reality of our typically less than attruistic organizational actions
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and outcomes. Theobold (1997) also suggests a new reworking of the concept of
suc'cess. He argues that in the face of the overwhelming ctallenges facing humankind
at the start of our new millennium we must radically change our goals and rework our
communities by incurporating ecological integrity, effective participatory decision-making
and social cohesion based on profoundly changed concepts of justice.
Therefore, to accomplish this rec'onciliation between thought and deed or inten-
tion and action, whether it is about healing one's relationship with hisfier own self or
restructuring a wounded or "dying" organization, individuals must have the courage to
develop a conscious awareness of their own self. Then, in their roles as citizens, em-
ployees and community members, they will powerfully bring a wiser, more compassion-
ate vision out into the world.
The good news is that when an individual or organization consciously sfops using
fear as a prime motivator or obstacle, choices and actions take on a transformation -
situations cease being reactive and procedural and become markedly more free, open,
creative and flowing. The birth and death cycle can be understood as similarto the
ititerative, feedback loop of chaos theory - an ongoing process of incorporating new
information and behaviors whereby knowledge creates change which creates more
knowledge which creates more change (Wheatley, 1992). Eventually, after many cycles
through this loop process, a vision can be established where many individuals actually
realize the possibilities of interrupting this insanely self-destructive fear and denial of the
death cycle.
For example, according to Flyan and Ostereich (1991) when an organization's
leadership maintains a strict hierarchical working climate (i.e., where the leaders rarely
or never give up decision-making control to their employees out of a fear of loss of
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control) a fear-distrust cycle is frequently put into place. Because the leaders do not
trust them the employees feel powerless and do not question authority or attempt to
create change. Thereby, an organizational pattern develops that keeps peoples'interac-
tion at work defensive rather than participative, and a self-fulfilling prophecy ensues.
Gibbs states, "This vicious defense cycle occurs in organizations particularly when fears
are high and at times of emergencies, poor market conditions, pressure from top man-
agement, cultural unrest, labor pressures, heightened ambiguity, or massive change of
any kind" (see Ryan and Ostereich, 1991 , p. 15).
As skilled leaders progressively move toward an understanding of the underlying
order of all systems-that cycles of growth, decay and death are natural, inevitable and
even occasionally desirable - they can learn that cycles of policies and actions designed
to avoid surprise, threat or embarrassment (what Becker [1973] would perhaps call
losing face or ego), can be interrupted or severely curtailed. Ultimately, this paper
suggests that for any Ieader this advanced Ievel of personal development has the poten-
tial for generating great organizational and social change.
Summary of Methodology
This paper will bring an awareness to the concepts of death and dying and their
relationship to leadership in two ways. First, an empirical study will be conducted to
examine and measure twenty individuals'fear of death and personal stages of power. lt
is hypothesized that a statistically significant relationship will be found between individu-
als'fear-of-mortality scores and their stage of personal power. Specifically, the higher a
person's stage of personal power, the lower their fear-of-mortality scores will be.
To test the hypothesis, twenty participants will complete two measurement
scales. One measure is the revised, thirty-two item Collett-Lester Fear of Death Scale
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(Lester, 1994, see Appendix A) and the second is the seventy-two item Hagberg Stages
of Personal Power lndex@ (Hagberg & Donovan, 1992, see Appendix B) which mea-
sures an individual's internal and external power. The principal investigator will attempt
to solicit participants from populations in which there is likely to be a strong possibility of
finding individuals who display a range of personal power using the Personal Power
Profile@ measurement scale.
Second, participants will answer a short series of verbal, open-ended questions
(see Appendix C) designed to determine their views and experiences on death and dying
as well as servant leadership, which is briefly defined as individuals who make sure that
other people's highest priority needs are being served" The hypothesis is that individuals
who display a decreased fear of death and attain greater levels of personal mastery will
demonstrate values increasingly based on service concepts such as promoting a sense
of community and a sharing of power in decision-making. With the exception of near-
death studies which hint at how value changes create lifestyle changes, there is scant
literature on the correlation between death acceptance and the qualities of decision-
making. Therefore, research suggests the need for further empirical exploration of this
relationship.
Gonclusion
This paper takes a requisite step in understanding how leaders, by personally
undertaking the symbolic, psychological and spiritual themes of death and dying, can
empower their lives and the lives of their followers. With regard to delimitatrons of this
study, this paper will not present in any depth the vast historical, anthropological, moral
and medical views on mortality. Nor will it investigate the causes and criteria of death or
examine grief or the grieving process.
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The final assumption presented in this study is that a deep awareness of death
and dying is a spiritual awareness. Death consciousness is Iife consdousness. They
are inseparable. When an individual no longer separates himself/herself from the whole
of the cosmos, s/he aligns with the philosophies of the spiritual traditions of Christian,
Judaic and Hindu mystics, Buddhists and the most basic precepts of Native American
cosmology" Moreover, this major assumption is increasingly being accepted by leaders
in the fields of psychology, science and spirituality (Becker, 1973; Levine, 1982).
Chapter Six will focus on reflections to consider for the future, centering around
the need for the evolvement of inner (self-oriented) leadership with a deep change in
consciousness that focuses on redefining death and dying, expanding the concept of
death into the everyday experiential realm, incorporating metaphysical and spiritual
concepts into understanding death and calling for social change by fundamentally
reframing many traditional dynamics and systems in organizations.
Finally, although death is a universal human experience, there are wide varia-
tions in the ways in which different intellectual and spiritual traditions understand death.
This paper will not present an in-depth examination of intellectual, spiritual and cultural
differences on death and dying; however, it assumes a predominantly Western (Ameri-
can) audience, whose views of death have been largely shaped by Christianity (Varela,
1997), while also offering other perspectives (i.e., Buddhist, psychological, metaphysical)
on the fear of death and dying and its relationship to personal power and change.
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Ghapter Two Lrterature Review
This chapter will briefly review several matters related to this topic, including:
definitions of terms; impacts of death denial; appreciating change as a natural process;
the role of death education;the importance of self-aceptance, self-esteem and self-
actualization; religious and scientific connections with death;fear and its role in organi-
zations and finally, the role of service.
Scholarly literature is filled with examination on the topics of death and dying.
From the studies of religion, philosophy, science and the arts, almost everyfield of
thought has explored its meaning. Leadership studies, however, have virtually neglected
the study of death and dying. This may be because Western culture generally has an
aversion to death, and connecting something which typically connotes vitality, life and
dynamic, action-oriented processes with the finality of death seems incongruous. lt
seems that people don't like to think with any great depth on their limitations. Yet, by
reflecting on death, and not separating itfrom life and living, there are tremendous
growth and learning potentials for both individuals and society.
Rinpoche (1994) and Levine (1982) suspect that there are many misconceptions
about death because modern culture celebrates youth, and the elderly and dying are
marginalized. Kubler-Ross (1969) and Nuland (1995) note that because of relatively
recent, remarkable advances in medical technology, which have given individuals longer
and generally healthier lifespans, most everyone is extremely out of touch with the
process of death to the point where it is not infrequent to have adults who have never
seen a dead body.
Grof and Halifax (1 977\ report that the most frequent source of information on
death is generally the media. "Our mass media, instead of using their enormous poten-
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tial for spreading useful information about death and dying, have contributed to the
distortions in this area. ln mediocre movies death is presented as either an absurd
event or a situation of personal defeat.... The scale of death is so great that one cannot
relate to it on a personal level" (p. g). ln using the media as a primary source and
barometer for information on death and dying it is little wonder that anyone wants to
think of it at all.
Since the beginning of time, however, living and non-living (i.e., human organiza-
tions) systems continually cycle through the transient phases of birth to death. While it is
more common to understand how living systems cycle from blrth to death, it is important
to understand that all systems cycle through this process.
For example, while corporations are typically perceived as concrete, intellectual,
production-oriented structures, they frequently cycle in birth to death-like phases. To
demonstrate how this process works, Coyhis (1996) uses the medicine wheel, a sophis-
ticated, Native American conceptual tool. Coyhis uses the cyclic seasons of nature as a
medicine wheel metaphor for organizational change. ln spring, he suggests, there is
new hope and new vision accompanied by excitement and celebration. ln summer, new
structures and processes begin to solidify. lnfrastructure develops and operating manu-
als are written. Fall is the time of harvest when employees are attheir peak perfor-
mance. lt is the time when servant leadership prospers and community service happens
easily. By winter that which has worked so well begins not to work any more. Little by
little, structure, infrastructure and communities start to fall apart. Energy drops and
morale declines. Yet, Coyhis points out, it doesnt mean something is wrong because
there is a winter season. lt can be used as a time for reflection. One season is not
better than another. lf we make changes in harmony with the season, then our resis-
tance is much Iess. (Coyhis, p. 81-82). Like the Emily Dickenson poem states, "Winter
under cultivation, is as arable as spring" (Moffat, ed., 1982, p. 1).
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ln confronting death and dying, we are faced with a whole series of issues:
spirituality, religion, medicine, philosophy, psychology, biology, sociology, metaphysics,
etc. Paft of transforming our relationship with death is to understand that the above-
mentioned are all interconnected and interdependent.
Definition of Terms
Given the breadth of subject matter in this study, it is appropriate to specify the
meanings of certain terms. The following are five definitions of terms prominently used
in this research.
(1) Death: Death has a wide range of meanings. Forthe purposes of this study
death will be defined not only as the loss of the mind and body but also, in the larger
metaphorical sense, to acknowledge the constant change and cycling of all systems.
This paper suggests that leaders need to stop denying their physical mortality and one of
the best ways to begin this process is to be more in touch with the various symbolic
deaths that occur daily, moment to moment. "Mortality is used both in its actual sense
and as a symbol for the day-to-day possibilities for non-being which are an inextricable
thread in the fabric of living." (Gamble & Brown, 1980-81, p. 341). For example, the loss
of love, the Ioss of friendship, a job, a home, even illness can all be considered as
symbolic deaths, which can give a deeper meaning and understanding to life.
The definition of death is expanded because peoples' conscious and uncon-
scious beliefs and attitudes about death greatly impact their decision-making at both the
level of self and all of that which is perceived as outside of the self (i.e., community,
organization, environment, etc.). Therefore, if individuals believe that the only death is
the Tinal" death of the human body, they miss out on all of the wonderful teachings of
everyday deaths whicfr can help them prepare for the loss of the body (Rinpoche, 1994).
Also, believing that death is solely defined as the dark side of life representing failure
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and Ioss of control results in a mind, body and spirit separation characterized by fear,
resistance, anxiety, guilt, sadness and suffering - all of which have profound impacts
beyond the realm of the individuat.
(2) Dying: The term dying is also loosely defined by this sort of dual nature and
is meantto be understood in a larger sense. Kapleau (1989), a Buhddist scholar who
believes in an immortal "self" beyond the body shed at the moment of physical death,
states that the truth about dying is that we actually experience it every day of our lives.
"Everything mental or physical ts in a state of change; nothing is stable or static. lf we
reflect on this carefully, we will see that there is no person who dies, only a process of
dying. Just as moving is a process and walking is a process, so dying is a process" (p.
64).
However, in regard to empirical research on human death and dying, Gesser,
Wong & Reker (1987-77) note, "Though past research has established fear of death and
fear of dying as two separate factors, the factors are not empirically nor conceptually
clear, Death factors tend to contain dying terms and vice versa" (p. 119). They also
note that in addition to the ambiguity of definitions and factors, there are disagreements
as to the best measurement methods and scales. To lay a conceptual foundation for the
issues, this paper will discuss some of these differences; however, it will not present in-
depth criticism of each of the several measurement methods and models found through-
out the literature.
ln fact, there are several death measurement scales, most of which measure a
negative aspect of death (i.e, fear, anxiety and concern) in a closed fashion, using a
narrow range of fixed responses to select questions such as a Likert scale (Aronow,
Rauchway, Peller & Devito, 1994; Lester, 1990; Kuiken & Madison, 1987-88; Lattanner &
Hayslip, 1984-85; Flasmussen & Johnson, 1994). Several of these scales, however,
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have terminological and theoretical differences between the concepts they are measur-
ing. (Holcomb, Neimeyer & Moore, 1993). To help solve this problem, Holcomb et al.
(1993) provide evidence that a reliable method of coding free-response narratives
depicting personal meanings (attitudes, perceptions and experience) of death can be
obtained, leading to potentially fresh ideas of understanding death such as where in
particular people get blocked by their fear. This is a potentially positive advance since
creating a new, more broad type of understanding could be vital to awakening the minds
of those reluctant to view this topic as anything but morbid, fearful and anxiety-provok-
ing.
(3) Personal Power: Hagberg's (1994) definition of personal power from her
book Real Power will be predominantly used. "Personal power is the extent to which
one is able to linkthe outer capacity for action (external power) with the inner capacity
for reflection (internal power)... Personal power atthe highest stage includesthe power
derived from external sources represented by organization and political positions...but
combineswith the powerthat can be derived only from within.".. lnner power develops
from introspection, personal struggles, the gradual evolution of the life purpose, and from
accepting and valuing oneself." (p. xxi).
The following is an overview of what individuals in each stage encounter in
relationship to their personal power. (Also see Appendix B for the Personal Power
Profile@ which expresses, in a chart format, the different general characteristics of the
stages of power.)
Stage One - Powerlessness
The experience of Stage One individuals is feeling that they are either manipu-
lated by others (controlled, helped or taken care of) or that they need to manipulate
others (plead, persuade or seduce) to satisfy their needs. They fee! dependent on
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others ortheir organization. They generally are low in self-esteem and struggle with
survival issues. Their fears keep them stuck. Movement to Stage Two is possible when
they feel empowered to invest in themselves by developing skills, confronting fears,
taking responsibility and confronting oneself. Hagberg states, "l think it comes down to
wanting to Iive rather than die" (p. 11),
Stage Two - Power by Association
The experience of Stage Two people is perceiving power as slightly magical.
They try hard to emulate and learn from other people whom they admire in an effort to
discover more about themselves, hoping that power may rub off on them. Stage Two
people can be competent and responsible; however, a developed sense of internal and
external power is notquite within their reach or understanding. They lack complete
confidence and their need for security holds them back. When they are ready to do
something on their own, take risks and begin to examine their image and get feedback
they will move to Stage Three.
Stage Three - Power by Symbols
The experience of Stage Three individuals is that power seems under control.
Stage Three people are competitive, realistic, ambitious and charismatic. They feel
confident and know what they want. They enjoy the external symbols attached to suc-
cess: money, fame, position, recognition and status. The predominant culture highly
promotes and rewards Stage Three behavior. However, individuals in Stage Three still
have low internal power because their actions are largely based on socially determined
and approved behaviors. To move to Stage Four usually requires a crisis of some
magnitude -- either an internal crisis or external crisis. lndividuals gain internal power
when they are willing to seriously examine their integrity as well as questions suct as:
Who am l, really? What am I doing here? What do I really want? and What is life for?
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Stage Four - Power by Heflection
Stage Four individuals begin to experience their internal power by no longer
wanting to play by all the rules. They begin to develop their own sense of style and way
of being (new beliefs and actions) by deeply exploring issues of self and life, which begin
to differentiate them from the predominant culture, perhaps occasionally making them
feel too different or out of toucfr. lt is possible for Stage Four people to influence and
lead others because they have established a reputation for fairness, follow-through,
honesty and unwillingness to be self-serving. Their ego and narcissistic struggle of their
inner dilemma and personal growth keeps them stuck. Movement to Stage Five is
possible when they Iet go of their ego, forgive others and glimpse wisdom.
Stage Five - Power by Purpose (not sampled for this thesis)
The experience of Stage Five individuals is realizing a vision. They are confident
of their Iife's purpose, displaying a sense of humility and calm while they empower
others. They have great self-acceptance, having acknowledged and taken responsibility
for their "shadow" or dark traits. They have a tremendous need for solitude, yet are
easily able to be with people. The source for their power comes from their spirituality.
Stage Five people give away power, preferring that others lead. Movement to Stage Six
will occur when they aren't afraid to lose their hard-earned sense of self.
Stage Six - Power by Gestalt (not sampled for this thesis)
Stage Six individuals are completely comfortable with both power and powerless-
ness. They have made peace with themselves to such an extent that they are unper-
turbed with paradox and are not afraid of death. Their selfless actions are of quiet
service. They are deeply ethical and universal in the sense that they are humanitarians
for all people and things.
(4) Servant Leadership: The term servant Ieadership will be understood as a
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model of behavior "...that puts serving others - including employees, customers, and
community - as the primary priority. Servant-leadership emphasizes increased service
to others, a holistic approach to work, promoting a sense of community, and the sharing
of power in decision making" (Spears, ed., 1998, p 3)
(5) Spirituality: A distinction will be made between spirituality and religiosity.
"spirituality can be defined as high levels of satisfaction with Iife, strong teelings that life
is meaningful, belief in an afterlife, and degree of certainty about life after death not tied
to a particular religious denomination, while religiosity concerns itself more with practices
and rituals associated with a specific religious denominatlon. While there is some
overlap, these two constructs are largely separate and independent" (Rasmussen &
Johnson,1994, p.314).
lmpacts of Death Denial
The root causes of the fear of death have been with us a long, long time. Becker
(1973 & 1975) speculates that the fear and anxiety of death have been with us since the
development of our animal instincts. While the issue is in a sense timeless, this paper
will predominantly focus its attention on the last couple of generations of American
culture"
Kubler-Ftoss (1969) notes that most individuals learn from their immediate envi-
ronment at a very early age that the experiences of death and dying are best left alone -
they are filled with tear, anxiety, guilt and sadness. Children learn not to ask questions.
According to Fulton and Owen (1987-88), the present day problem of supressing death
even deeper into our psyche is further compounded by the fact that the generation born
after World War ll has, for the most part, experienced death at a distance. ln fact, it was
the first generation in whidr a person could readr adulthood with only a five percent
chance that an immediate family member would die. Essentially both ol these authors
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state that, for all practical purposes, death has become invisible or abstrast for a majority
of the population.
Modern health care institutions in particular shield patients and visitors from
exposure tothe more serious sides of illness and death (Fulton & Owen, 1987-88;
Sudnow, 1967). Until the mid-twentieth century death was considered a taboo research
topic (Maglio & Robinson, 1994). Even as medical treatments became more effective at
extending life in the latter part of this century death became viewed as a medical failure
rather than a natural, inevitable part of the life cycle (Webb, 1997). Even at death's final
societa! resting place, the funeral industry there are rampant practices of death denial
such as the extensive use of cosmetics as well as cotton balls in the cheeks and lips to
make the corpse look lifelike (Mitford, 1998).
Additionally, our present culture overwhelmingly promotes a detached (often
violent) awareness of death and dying (Fulton & Owen, 1987-88). ln the media, murder
and killing are routinely found in our most popular cartoons, video garnes, television
series and movies. Yet, rarely do these portrayals of death go beyond an immediate
entertainment value. Fulton and Owen (1987-88) state, "The death of ordinary citizens,
meanwhile, receded from view, and for a whole generation of young people, if death was
seen at all, it was observed at a distance through the opaque glass of a television
screen" (p. 381). Our news headlines and stories are also filled with dramatic versions
of death, spitling the sad and sordid details of who died and how unusual were the
circumstances. Rinpoche (1994) observes, "Switch on the television or glanoe at a
newspaper: You will see death everywhere" (p. 21). The more unusual the circum-
stances of the death, the more drawn to the story we seem to be, perhaps psychologi-
cally distancing and separating us even more from our own death with the conscious or
unconscious grateful thought of "lt's not me."
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Keeping these predominantly negative cultural understandings of death in mind,
it is important to reflect briefly on the historical development of cultural patterns of lan-
guage and communication. Wilber (1996) states, "...From this point on humanity would
be abte to reproduce itself not just physically (food) and biologically (sex) but also cultur-
ally (mind). For the reproduction of the human mind generation after generation is an
act of verbal communication" (p. 100). Bormann (1983) makes a similar observation,
"Culture in the communicative context means the sum total of ways of living, organizing,
and communing built up in a group of human beings and transmitted to newcomers by
means of verbal and nonverbal communication" (p. 100). Assuming these observations
are accurate, our culture's complete discomfoft with death and dying leaves us help-
lessly and perpetually incapable of dealing with one of the most natural and constant
aspects of change. The implications of these ideas have not gone unnoticed.
Rinpoche, a practicing Buddhist and renowned spiritual master, whose birth-to-
death cycle is completed through reincarnation, thinks thatthe denial of death has
disastrous global impacts (1994). Rinpoche feels strongly that modern people believing
thattheir present life isthe only one develop no long-term vision. Therefore, there is
very little to restrain them from plundering the whole planet for their immediate ends.
Furthermore, that living in a selfish way with little acceptance of personal responsibility
for a future beyond our individual life c-ould prove fatal for our global future. Rinpoche
(1994) asks, "Could this be the major reason why we have created a brutal world like the
one in which we are now Iiving, a world with Iittle real compassion? (p 8-9) "Our myopic
focus on this life, and this life only, is the great deception, the source of the modern
world's bleak and destructive materialism'(p. 1B). ln 1973 Ernest Becker electrified the
issue of death with his Pulitzer prizewinning book The Denial of Death. In both The
Denial of Death and his follow-up book, Escape from Evi{ Becker does more than
perhaps any other previous social scientist to raise awareness on the connection be-
tween unc'onscious fear of death and its extraordinarily destructive sociological impacts.
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Although coming from vastly different disciplines Becker (1 973 & 1975) and
Rinpoche (1994) would agree on several main points. First, that human beings' hope-
lessly shortsighted, narcissistic self-absorption has corrupted our societies. Becker uses
the term "hero" and "urge to heroism" to describe the animal-natured motivations and
actions of human beings to show that "s/t'le' counts more than anything or anyone else.
Second, that denial and fear of death is pervasive and not just used under certain condi-
tions. Third, that the end result of these perceptions is "evil' (Becker's term). Finally,
they both would agree that although final responsibility to overcome the fear of death
rests with the individual, the fault goes beyond the individual. Becker states that the fault
is in the way society sets up its "hero system" and in the people it allows to fill its roles.
Using Becker's reasoning one can clearly see important implications for leader-
ship. "The urge to heroism is natural, and to admit it honest. For everyone to admit it
would probably release such pent-up force as to be devastating to societies as they now
are" (Becker, 1977, p.4). Here, Becker uses the term "devastating" in a positive sense.
If our culture selects its leaders based on their ability to appear immortal through some
dramatic display of externally based power, it is no wonder we are caught in a vicious
cycle of self-destructive and self-created unhappiness. Becker provokes readers to
wake up to this absurd notion by persuading them to stop abdicating their power - that
heroes can't make us happy, ultimately only'we," as individuals, can.
However, not everyone agrees that overcoming the denial of death is beneficial.
Smith (1993) feels that a case needsto be presented for aterminally ill person's right to
refuse a face-to-face confrontation with death and not be negatively labeled because of
that choice. He argues that denial can definitely produce some positive therapeutic
results. Also, that torcing someone out of denial can possibly cause some clear negative
effects.
?B
It is a contention of this study that forcing anyone to do anything against their will
is not helpful to anyone concerned. According to Rinpocfie (1994) death must be ap-
proached with an open heart and when one is ready - never otherwise. lt is maintained
by Gangagi (1996) that when one is ready to invite death into his/her heart and accept at
the deepest level the body's inevitable demise, it is the sign of a truly healthy and
healed individual.
Finally, the solution to the fear and denial of death requires an about-face in our
mistaken understanding of death. Our perceptual dynamics must change from terror and
loss to compassion and Iiberation. A profound healing can occur when death is ac-
knowledged and accepted. lnstead of clinging to the past one can live and act power-
fully in the present. Ultimately, life is a union of opposites and to fear death is to fear life.
Change - A Natural Process
Ultimately, creating a culture free from the fear of death is about developing
individuals who are free from the fear of change. Two basic premises regarding change
and impermanence must be fully grasped. First, according to theoretical physicist Capra
(1996) change is constant. There really is no suclt thing as a stable physical system.
lmpermanence is a reliable, immutable law of the universe. The second premise is that
death symbolizes the ultimate change process. Ftinpoche (1994) states, "Why do we
live in such terror of death? Because our instinctive desire is to Iive and go on living,
and death is a savage end to everything we hold familiar" (p. 16) Change represents
loss and giving up control; therefore, letting go of what is already known and comfortable
is difiicult (Levine, 1982). This may even lead us to a third basic premise - where there
is change there is resistance to change.
Rinpoche (1994) states that to understand change in relationship to death there
is a very practical first step which softens the fear - understanding that there are many
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everyday symbolic acts of death which can help teach us about our own mortality.
These symbolic deaths are extremely useful tools and should not be overlooked for
creating a broader perspective for one's ultimate unavoidable death. Rinpoche (1994)
states that one should make friends with death.
Gardiner (see Spears, ed., 1997) recognizes where real change must begin. "ln
the words of Hermann Hesse's Siddharttta, 'To change the world, change yourself.' lt is
the task of each one of us to awaken to the knowledge that we are part of a great inter-
connected whole, part of the universal consciousness" (p. 117). ln her philosophical and
spiritual search for meaning, Barciela (see Spears, 1997) learns a memorable lesson on
change from a trip to lndia and her encounter with a man named Anil who said, "Change
happens with respect to the changeless. Like a fault line, cracks develop undetected.
Then one day, something happens. You realize there is something deeper. You are in
touch with what really lies inside' (p. 105). According to Gangagi (1996) the ultimate
relationship with change is to recugnize the changeless, which is a characteristic of a
very high stage of personal mastery or consciousness - individuals which may be found
in Hagberg's (1994) Stage Six.
Moving beyond the level of the individual, many leadership experts recognize the
importance of addressing change and offer their observations. Bennis (1989) states,
"Constant as change has been in this century vital as it is now, it is still hard to effect,
because the sociology of institutions {any group with two or more members) is funda-
mentally anti-change" (p. 147). Senge (1990) encourages us to see change from a
systems point ol view. "sometimes even the knottiest dilemmas, when seen from the
systems point of view, aren-t dilemmas at all. They are artifacts of 'snapshof' rather
than "process'thinking, and appear in a whole new light once you think consciously of
change over time" (p. 65).
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Leider (see Hesselbein et al., 1996) states, "Thattwo decades of working with
Ieaders in change situations have convinced him of three things: (1) All change is self-
change. (2) With self-change you get emotions. The core of the change process is
listening - a leader must make their employees feel heard. (3) Change requires self-
Ieadership. Ultimately, that real change depends on the motivation and selt-leadership
of both leaders and followers" (p. 190).
Csikszenmihalyi (1993) makes a persuasive argument for the process of change
to expand beyond the individual to include massive social change. "The time for inno-
cence, however, is now past. lt is no longer possible for mankind to blunder about self-
indulgently. Our species has become too powerful to be led by instincts alone. Birds
and lemmings cannot do much damage except to themselves, whereas we can destroy
the entire matrix of life on the planet.... What we need to do, however, is to change the
program so that supporting the needs of the planet as a whole becomes our top priority'
(p. 1 8-1e)
While these observations on change as a natural process are important in and of
themselves, the connection to one's fear of death and dying is missing and also needed.
As previously noted, a clear and compassionate understanding of death helps one
prepare lor any change that may come his or her way.
Death Education
Levine (1982 & 1987) has found that one's fear of death is a uniquely personal
experience, encompassing both the conscious and unconscious aspects of an individual
as well as the mental, emotional, physical and spiritual aspects of the person. Opening
up to one's death and dying connects one with his/her deepest repressed emotions of
pain and unhappiness as well as their deepest beliefs of self identity (Levine, 1982 &
1987). !t is not unusual, therefore, that most people find fostering a healthy relationship
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with death and dying extremely ditficult.
Mastering one's fear of death, therefore, is a Ieadership skill which cannot be
easily taught - if at all. As with any psychological or behavioral change, one cannot
force onesell or another to confront something that s/he is not ready to face.
Hayslip, Galt, & Pinder (1993-94) note some of the positives of death education.
"Through death education, we can better appreciate the intertwining of life and death
and understand more fully issues that must be considered in making Iife and death
decisions" (p. 101 ). Yet, some research has shown that 'Torced" or didactic education
on death and dying can actually create more anxiety. According to Hayslip et al. (1993-
94), "lmportantly, many didactic programs had little impact and at best, a negative one,
on persons'feeling about death" (p. 102). Additionally, Maglio & Robinson (1994) found
that "keeping the reality of death and dying at a more intellectual level, education may
have provided participants with additional anxiety-provoking info.rmation that was not
emotionally processed" (p. 328). Bell (1975) found that after an eighteen-week course
on death and dying, a significant change in the cognitive knowledge of research partici-
pants was noted, hut their atfective measurements remained flat.
What the research seems to indicate is that we can teach individuals cognitively
about the process of death and dying, but the actual emotional and psychological pro-
cesses of letting go of fear remains a mysterious, challenging journey for most individu-
als. The inetfectiveness of experimental manipulation of death attitudes on the affective
dimension has certain implications for leadership. !t means individuals cannot routinely
and formulaically be taught how to develop the skill of mastering their fear of death.
This does not mean, however, that we should not encourage individuals to exam-
ine their issues with death and dying. ln thinking about the significance of education, it
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is important to recall that individuals who have recognized their fear of death and dying
expand their world view and will typically communicate this knowledge in ways that
forward the evolution of service and slewardship.
One of the best ways to open oneself to death appears to be spending time with
those who are ill or dying regardless of whether the individual is experiencing or tran-
scending their fear. Levine and Levine (1996) after years of working with the dying,
emphasize what dying has to teach all of us about ourselves and our relationship to one
another.
ln our experience, mucfr of what we hear on the deathbed is the struggles
of life to become fully born. lndeed, it seems that few are wholly born
before they die. Most live tentatively, reluctant to put both feet on the
ground...And then wonder why death and relationship are so ditficult.
With so little stability to allow the investigations, explorations and sur-
renders necessary to move beyond the small old-mind patterns that
keep lile imbalanced.
But some, acknowledging this great longing for completion, will do any-
thing to become free. Even enter the shadows that the mind casts
across the heart. BrJt it takes work to give birth to yourself. lt means
cultivating the qualities of honesty, patience, watchfulness, forgiveness,
kindness, adventure and a willingness to be wholly born, despite the
birth pangs and fears which may tempt us to stay in the safe territory of
familial pain and rambling confusion. lt means developing the capacity
to work with a loved one's long-accumulated grief as a part of your work
on your own. To be in relationship is to open to the lite pain of another
on the way into yourself (Levine & Levine, 1995, p. 18).
Moreover, there is a plethora of both fiction and non-fiction literature that offers
insights into lessons the dying can provide for the Iiving (Anderson, 1996; Bauby, 1997;
De Hennezel, 1997; Frank, 1gg1 ; Kubler-Ross, 1997; Lund, 1974; Peck, 1997; Wilber,
1991). ln addition, there are several techniques for working with pain, grief and healing
(Levine, 1987; Reoch, 1996).
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Ultimately, Levine (1979) suggests a gradual awakening. Flinpoche (1994)
recommends that we do not think of death when we are depressed or weak or when we
feel miserable. lnstead, the time to think of death is when we are insplred or naturally
reflecting. He states that the time to begin educating people about death and dying is not
when they (or we) are facing the immediate prospect of their (or our) mortal demise.
There is no sooner time to begin embracing the impermanence of life than at the mo-
ment of "birth."
Self-Acceptance, Self-Esteem and Self-Actualization
Learning, growing and changing are natural, developmental human processes
(Jung, 1964; Martin Rich & DeVitis, 1985; Moody & Carroll, 1997). Yet, understanding
why some people learn, grow and change in relationship to their own death more than
others is partially shrouded in mystery. The following research sheds some light on
factors that may be involved.
Gesser, Wong and Reker (1987-88) hypothesized that one's well-being influ-
ences fear of death and dying. Their research evidence supported the premise that
individuals who are likely to overcome fear of death are those who are generally satisfied
with life. An interesting outcome of their study is the suggestion that those in middle-
years of their life have the highest fear of death/dying. This has potentially interesting
implications for leadership since the leaders of our culture are overwhelmingly in their
middle years.
Goodman (1975) examined a rather unique hypothesis involving a positive
relationship between acceptance of death, strength of motivation, breadth of time per-
spective and self{ulfillment in creative artists. Her inspiration for investigation appeared
to be insights from the historical writings of Montaigne.
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Let us have nothing on our minds as often as death...let us picture it in
our imagination in all its aspects.... Premeditation of death is premedi-
tation of freedom. He who has learned how to die has unlearned how
to be a slave. Knowing how to die trees us from all subjection and
constraint.... The advantage of living is not measured by length but by
use; some men have lived long and lived little...it lies in your will not in
the number of years (Goodman, 1975, p. 346).
Goodman's research question focused on whether fear of death does indeed
enslave people, inhibiting their movements into the future. Her findings suggested
some differences between the control group and the artists. She notes, 'All of the aftists
interviewed indicated that they were intrinsica//y motivated, experiencing every step as
an end in itself (p. 349).
Gamble and Brown (1980-81) state that a basic tenet of existential and actualiza-
tion theorists is the belief that an actualized authentic existence is possible only when
the individual has come to terms with the fact of personal moftality" (p. 341). To test this
theory Gamble and Brown conducted a study using a phantasized age-progression
procedure and found that actualized individuals can successfulty and realistically con-
front this aspecd of their existence.
Researchers Aronow, Rauchway, Pelier and DeVito (1980) measured the value
of self in relation to the fear of death using a well-validated measure of death anxiety and
various measures of attitudes toward self (self-acceptance, well-being, self-esteem and
sense of accomplishment). However, their hypothesis had a negative correlation. They
incorrectly predicted that a greater fear of death would be associated with greater self-
acceptance. Their conclusion showed that individuals who had positive feelings toward
themselves and their lives were not more afraid of death. ln fact, the trend was in the
opposite direction. This is actually not surprising considering that truly self-actualized
individuals drop their attachments to their own ego and all Iears in general (Hagberg,
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1994; Levine, 1982; Flinpoche, 1994)
In reviewing the empirical research, much more can be learned about the factors
of self-actualization, well-being and self-esteem in relation to this definitive human
experience. For example, Gamble and Brown (1980-81 ) used only mentally challenged
adults for their non-actualized focus group, and Aronow et al. (1980) used only college
students. While Goodman's (1987) study proved extremely interesting, the criteria of
self-selecting outstanding artists needsto be refined. Thorson and Powell (1gBB) also
make clear that "Nowhere in the death and dying literature does it say that the principal
concern of most people with reference to death's meaning is whether or not there is an
afterlife. Researcher bias being what it is, most of our scales contain no items at all that
probe for information on an afterlife" (p. 699). This is a serious consideration when
Rinpoche's (1994) statement that people who believe in life after death and reincarnation
hold profoundly different values. Perhaps the ultimate challenge is for some way to
measure unconscious fears. While measurement scales and interviews help to under-
stand conscious fears, it is only when individuals begin to bring to light their fears that
they can hope to ease them and create the deepest level of change.
lndividuals who have embraced Iiving by confronting their own mortality demon-
strate perhaps one of the most difficult levels of personal mastery. Hagberg (1994)
notes that the individuals who demonstrate the highest stages of personal power are
those who have discovered that death is their constant companion. They "have experi-
enced sometime in life a dress rehearsal of their own death or have in some other way
deeply prepared for it. lt could have been physical, mental, or emotional but it was real
to them. The event changed the way they view life" (p. 135). Having mettheir death,
Hagberg notes that their values undergo a profound change, and they have a much
greater sense of both internal and external power. lndeed, as the research seems to
hint, becoming free from the fear of death can add a powefful cognitive, atfective and
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behavioral dimension to one's leadership discipline
Religion and Science - Gonnections with Death
Because death is one of the few universal experiences, the topic of death has
intrigued the world's greatest thinkers throughout the course of history. According to
Grof and Halifax (1 A77), "Since time immemorial the fact of our moftality has stimulated
human fantasy and found incredibly varied expression in the realms of religion, art,
mythology, philosophy and folklore" (p. t ). Therefore, to be wholly understood, death
must be also considered in a larger cultural context - seen as fundamentally intercon-
nected with several of these important traditions. ln pafticular, some scholars are inter-
ested in combining the wisdom from religion and science (Chopra, 1995; Levine, 1982,
Wilber, 1998).
As a starting point, Jung (1964), arguably the most influential psychologist of all
time, understood religion to be a powerfully symbolic, integrative process, operating
within the deepesf layers of personality. Jaffe (1964), in Jung's Man and His Symbols,
divides human beings intothree religious types: (1)those who believe their religious
doctrines, whatever they may be, (2) those who have lost their faith and replaced it with
purely conscious, rational options and (3) those who no longer believe in their religious
traditions, whereas in some other part they still do believe.
For many present day scholars and professionals there is perhaps a fourth
perspective - one that combines a powefful integration of spirituality with psychology,
philosophy and ideas from new physics (Chopra, 1995; Levine, 1982; Wilber 1979;
Wilber, 1984). These individuals call for a shitt in our thinking from understanding the
mind, body and soul as separate from each other to a profoundly connected whole. This
new type of thinking calls for the dropping of our identification with ego (the body andthe
conscious mind) and instead recognize that which is always eternal - spirit (Chopra,
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1995; Gangagi, 1996; Levine, 1982; Wilber 1979). ln connecting the practical and
theoretical aspects of psychology, spirit and death, Chopra (1995) states,
The reason we are so afraid of death is because we are alraid of
losing the past. lt is a strange thing. lt is an ego based need. lf you
could destroy your ego, now, you wouldn't be afraid of death be-
cause that is the death of personality. Yet, we are losing our person-
ality all the time. You do not have the same personality as twenty
years ago because you are growing. lt's an evolutionary process,
but it happens so slowly that we donl recognize it. lf you could die to
every moment you would never be afraid ol death because you have
already died to the past.
We learn to do that by going beyond the ego and experiencing the
spirit as our internal relerence point. The ego is a protective social
mask. The mask isthe role we are playing, i.e., doctor, father, son,
etc. ls that who you really are? lf you break the barrier of ego and
make the spirit your reference point - the spirit being eternal - you
automatimlly break the barrier of time and then you experience
mortality as quantified immortality. (Chopra, 1995, video recording).
Furthermore, Wilber (1998) states, "There is arguably no more important and
pressing topic than the relation of science and religion in the modern world" (p. 3). ln
connecting these topics Wilber (1984) examined viftually every major statement made
on science and mysticism by the founders and grand theorists of modern physics. He
notes, "!Ve can say this: these theorists are virtually unanimous in declaring that modern
physics offers no positive support whatsoever for mysticism or transcendentalism of any
variety. And yet they were all mystics of one sort or anothe/' (p. 5). ln other words, the
enigmatic nature of much of science is associated with some sort of heightened con-
sciousness of the unknown.
ln connecting death, heightened consciousness and nafural science, Wilber
(1979) notes, .For at the moment man separates his 'self 'from the environment, then
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and only then does this conscious fear of death arise" (p 76). Pulitzer Prize-winning
theoretical physicist David Bohm was led to the condusion that, "Yourself is actually the
whole of mankind. That is the idea of implicate order -- that everything is enfolded in
everything. The entire past is enfolded in each one of us in a very subtle way. lf you
reach deeply into yourself, you are reaching into the very essence of mankind" (see
Jaworski, 1996, p. 80). Wilber (1979) states, "Only 'parts' face death, not the Whole.
But as soon as a person imagines his/l'rer real self to be exclusively confined to a particu-
lar organism, then crncern with the death al thatorganism becomes all-consuming. The
problem of death, the fear of nothingness, becomes the core of the self which imagines it
is only a part" (p.771.
Finally, this section of the literature review presents a study which discovered that
there are spiritual and religious differences in perceptions of death in individuals.
Flasmussen and Johnson (1994) tested the ditference between spirituality and religiosity
in relationships to death anxiety and found a statistically significant negative relationship
with spirituality and death anxiety with no significant relationship revealed between
religiosity and death anxiety. The researchers discovered that the spiritual component of
an individual is a more indicative measure of self-actualization than religious practice.
Based on one of the fundamental theories of this proposal (namely spirituality is an
important component of reduced fear of death), it is not surprising that the researchers'
findings that one's actual practice of religion (i.e., going to church, engaging in the rites
and ceremonials) is separate from one's spiritual or faith portions of their belief system.
The discussion presented so far provides only a glimpse into the unfolding nature
of death and its emerging and diverse connections to science, spirituality and the soul.
This scientific and spiritual explanation of a human's basic misperception of duality (and
separation from the whole) has a myriad of psycfrological and social repercussions which
are mentioned throughout this literature review. There is no doubt that the future will
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include more discussion on these topics.
Death, Fear and the Organization
An increase in fear of death is not just limited to scienm and religion, Business
professionals are also realizing the connection between death, fear, spirit and the larger
society. Cory (see Spears, 1998) expresses alarm about human spirit in her essay,
The Kitting Fields: tnstitutions and the Death of Our Spmts. She states, "There is a lie
that must be named and a truth that must be told. Our institutions are killinq our solrits.
We are allowing it to happen. ln exchange for an illusion of power and control, safety
and security, we have betrayed our souls because we are afraid" (p. 209). Cory rein-
forces her point with questions that challenge the reader to understand the repercus-
sions of this fear. "What does living in fear do to them as a moral person? What kind of
institution are we binding over to our children when we allow ourselves to live in fear?
Or, Who will heal the death we run from even as we deal it out unconsciously (i.e,, power
struggles) and with what feels like a hideous lack of caring?" pp. 211-213). Wheatley
(1992) is also puzzled by this emptiness and asks, "Why do our organizations feel so
dead?' (p 1). Ryan and Oestreich in their book Driving Fear Out of the Workplace
found that in many modern companies there is a rampant style of fear based manage-
ment and these barriers of fear cause lasting and deep negative pedormance in employ-
ees. There is an extremely high cost to fear.
Despite the problems with the prevalance of fear and lack of spirit in our organi-
zations, the discovery ol inner spirit is seen as the most powerful solution (Levine, 1982;
Spears, 1998). Palmer (see Spears, 1998) notes that spirituality, like leadership, is a
concept that is hard to pin down, and when we put the terms together we arrive at an
even more vague concept. But, Palmer argues, leaders must try. The path he suggests
requires individuals to journey down -- into the dark shadows of their inner self. Other-
wise, he suggests, if individuals do not confront the shadows inwardly, they will proiect
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them outwardly through their actions
Service
Finally, it is essential to focus on the benefits at why someone would desire to
examine and overcome his/her fear of death. For without understanding a greater
purpose, few may ever be motivated to attempt the difficult foray into their unconscious.
According to two individuals who believe in the immortality of the soul (and that
the mortality of the "self is an illusion), Gangagi (1996) and Rinpoche (1994) both
suggest that the work of uncovering one's fear of death is not a selfish endeavor; in-
stead, the surrendering of one's ideas of oneself to that which never is born or dies (i.e.,
soul) is an ultimate act of service. Ftinpoche notes that, once learned, it is important to
translate the teachings of death and dying into action - when death is confronted one
will serve fearlessly.
The encouragement of service and stewardship is one of the fastest flourishing
areas of leadership studies influencing leaders from all walks of life (Block, t993;
Greenleaf, 1977; Greenleaf, 1998; Rinpoche, 1994; Senge, 1990, Spears, tggS;
Williamson, 1997). According to Rinpoche (1994), to those who are familiar with the
beneficial effects of service, there is no doubt that service freely given (without emotional
attachment to one's own desired outcome) is an ultimate statement of personal freedom
(Rinpoche, 1994). ln her work with individuals who have experienced a near death
Kubler-Ross (1991) noted a broad range of changes in decision-making. She noticed
that many individuals demonstrated an increased conGern for helping others, an en-
hanced vision of the importance of Iove, less interest in materialistic pursuits, the desire
to give, especially in service, and a growing belief in a spiritual dimension.
Kuiken and Madison (1987-88) theorized on the effects of death contemplation
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on meaning and purpose in life. By experimentally manipulating the contemplation of
personal mortality they predicted that persons who reflect deeply on their mortality are
expected to adopt more meaningful goals and commitments. Their mixed results dem-
onstrated a need to lurther explore the attributes of concerns affected by death contem-
plation. Furthermore, while this study was a step closer in the direction of service lead-
ership, more extensive research needs to be completed on what qualities of service are
enhanced by death acceptance. For example, those in the traditionally perceived hetp-
ing professions (funeral directors, firemen, policemen, nurses) actually experience both
a higher conscious and covert concern over death anxiety (Lattanner and Hayslip, 1984-
85). A reduced fear of death may still affect vocational choice; however, the vocations
which have not been empirically studied are those which still provide meaningful service,
but are not dealing daily with serious life and death issues. Generally, however, Coyhis
(1996) notes that leaders possessing the understanding about the natural order to the
life and death cycle will have the inner strength and ability to take themselves and others
through the experience with greater ease.
Yet, not everyone agrees to which fear is greatest - the fear of death or never
having fully lived. Jaworski (1998) states, "l discovered that people are not really afraid
of dying; they're afraid of not ever having Iived, not ever having deeply considered their
Iife's higher purpose, and not ever having stepped into that purpose and at least tried to
make a difference in this world" (p. 34). Regardless of which fear it is, the connection is
clear - a life which values and includes service transforms both the server and the
served (Spears, 1998). lf one wants to create a world dedicated to caring, valuing and
unleashing the potential of others, one can begin by developing their internal personal




It is still difficultto assess the steps between mastering the fear of death, becom-
ing self-actualized and making service-based decisions. This literature review has
touched briefly on some of the wide-ranging empirical studies that prove illuminating to
these hypothesized correlations as well as on some of the Ieading psychological, philo-
sophical and spiritual teachings on death. However, much remains to be learned about
understanding what type of person is able to let go of their fear as well as how one's
attitudes about death impacts their actions.
Finally, to restate the primary assumption in this paper - once death and dying
are confronted, and fear is faced and let go, an individual will no longer look at life and
living in the same way. lnstead, individuals will begin to make significantly different
decisions based on their lack of fear, and ultimately, their altered decision-making capa-





As previous research has cited, one's gender, age and ocarpation may impact
fear of death scores (Pollack, 1979-80);therefore, the criteria for selection attempted to
include balanced gender as well as broad age and occupational differences. Partici-
pants were twenty individuals (see Appendix D), ten males and ten females, age eigh-
teen to sixty-eight years. The average age of participants was (39.8 years);three partici-
pants aged eighteen to nineteen; three in their twenties, four in their thirties, three in their
forties, four in their fifties and three in their sixties. Occupations were wide-ranging with
four individuals (two sets of two) describing themselves as in the same profession.
Nineteen participants were white, one was Native American. The choice of primarily
white participants was based on the assumption that racial differences may ptay a
significant role in an individual's fear of death scores; therefor more syslematic study
isolating racial difierences in relationship to personal power and fear of death would be
strongly recommended.
Participant sampling consisted of individuals rectmmended to the principal
investigator by personal contacts. The selection of subjects from acquaintances of the
researcher's personal cuntacts was assumed to make the participant experience less
threatening (as the disdosing of one's fear of death and personal power to an anony-
mous researcher could be seen as less anxiety-provoking) and would lend itself to more
objective responses.
Using Hagberg's book Real Power for general profiles of individuals from the
different stages of power, attempts were made to solicit recommendations of participants
strongly displaying those behavioral characteristics. lt should be noted that while the
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book Real Power discusses six stages of personal power and its corresponding empiri-
cal scale - the Personal Power Profile@ - ffin measure six separate stages of personal
power, due to the practical ditficulty of finding the small percentage of individuals who
are found in Stage Six (0.6% of the population), this study attempted to limit its perspec-
tive to discovering participants from the first five stages of power*.
The principal investigator instructed the personal contacts (individuals Iocating
potential subiects) on the theory of Reat Power as well as the general characteristics of
Stage One through Stage Five individuals. The researcher had no other way of fore-
casting, estimating or guaranteeing that each element of the population (based on
stages of power) would be represented in the sample or in what quantity.
However, in an attempt to ensure a representative sample size from each power
stage, equating to a 20% participation level at eactr power stage (approximately four or
five individuals), the final results had individuals from the first fourstages: five individu-
als from Stage One (25/"), three in Stage fwo (15%), four in Stage Three (20%) and
eight in Stage Four (60%). While many of the Stage Four individuals apparently had
several outward characteristics of Stage Five individuals (according to the impressions
of the investigator's personal contacts), using the measurement scale there were no true
Stage Five participants sampled. However, considering that the most significant concep-
tual leap in personal power occurs between Stage Three and Stage Four (this is the
area where individuals begin to self-actualize, individuating themselves from a primarily
socially-based identity to a self-based identity), there is a reasonable balance of Stage
* According to ongoing research of the Personal Power Profil@, the actual percents of popula-
tion according to "home" stages of power (a stage where the individual operates most of the time
or in which theyfeel most comfortable) are asfollows: StageOne (9.1%), StageTwo (1l.Bo/ol,
Stage Three (50.9%), Stage Four (21.2o/o), Stage Five (0.9%) and Stage'Six (0-.6%). Statistici as
ofJanuary 10, 1999.
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One to Stage Three (twelve total - 60%) subjects to compare with Stage Four (eight
total - 40"/"1 subjects' fear-of-death scores.
Measurement Scales
Twenty participants completed two measurement scales: the thirty-two-item
Revised Collett-Lester Fear of Death Scale (see Appendix A), which is a self-measure-
ment of death and dying fears, and the seventy-two-item Personal Power Profile @ (see
Appendix B), which measures participant perceptions and relationship with both internal
and external power.
ln addition participants answered a series of open-ended questions (see Appen-
dix C) developed by the researcher. This was done to further elicit the subject's attitudes
and behavior on the issues of personal power, service-oriented lifestyles, decision-
making, Ieadership and death and dying.
Procedures and Precautions
The sample induded only those individuals who responded positively to a written
invitation (see Appendices E & F) given to the subject by the researcher's personal
contact. Those interested contacted the researcher and verbally expressed their willing-
ness toward contributing to the studies of Ieadership, personal power and death and
dying. No inducements to participate were given.
To eliminate any potentially significant bias to the answering of questions on the
Collett-Lester Fear of Death Scale, as well as to minimize mental and emotional risk,
eacl't participant was asked a series of questions (see Appendix G) to determine whether
they were currently in counseling or therapy, experienced depression, or recently experi-
enced a significant loss (i.e., death of a loved one) of any kind. lf so, further questioning
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was conducted to determine if the individual was able to pafticipate willingly and comfoil-
ably in the testing and to exclude the potential impact of an event whicfr would signifi-
cantly alter the results.
The two measurement scales were mailed or handrdelivered to eadr participant's
home or workplace and it was recommended that they be taken in an uninterrupted time
and quiet space. Measurement scales were returned to the principal investigator and
left unopened until the open-ended interviews were completed. Open-ended interviews
were conducted within one to seven days after the completion of the measurement
scales. Each respondent was interviewed individually in a setting of his/her choice
(typically the home or office). lnterviews ranged from thirty-five to ninety minutes. Each
participant was given an overview of the proedures and told that they could discontinue
their participation at any time. ln addition, at both the start and conclusion of the testing
and interviews, questions regarding the procedures were answered. Upon request, a full
debriefing as to the study's intent was given only at the conclusion of the open-ended
interview.
Data Gontidentiality and Ethical Considerafions
To ensure complete confidentiality access to the raw data (the completed rnea-
surement scales, interview transcripts and notes) was limited to the principal
investigator's advisor. Otherwise, all subject identifiers were removed. The subjects
gave their informed consent to participate (see Appendix H).
Scoring
The Flevised Collett-Lester Fear of Death Scale is a thirty-two-item scale that
addresses the extent to which the respondents distinguish between death and dying and
between the self and others, giving four separate subscales: fear of death of self, fear of
dying of self, fear of death of others and fear of dying of others. Participants rate them-
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selves on a one to five scale. The higher the score, the stronger their fear. The final
score on each subscale has meaning only relative to someone else's score on the
subscale. Scores on different subscales cannot be compared.
Scoring on the Personal Power ProfileO was completed according to the partici-
pants' self-rating themselves (a scale of one to five) on seventy-two questions related to
their attitudes and behaviors surrounding the issue of power. The coding of their re-
sponses was based on an indexed grid developed by Personal Power Productso to give
each subject a "home stage" which identifies how the participant primarily functions in
relationship to power at the time of testing. The lower the stage, the lower the internal
power of the individual, External power increases from Stage One to Stage Three;
however, Stage Four and higher individuals are increasingly less motivated by external
power as their internal power is increasingly realized. Additionally, if and when an
individual moves through the progressively different power stages (i.e., an individual may
or may not ever progress to a higher home stage), ego and fear issues are manifested
differently. Finally, the stages of power are not age-determined and do not represent
happiness or satisfaction of life.
All of the survey instruments returned were completely filled out - there were no




The results ol the measurement scales support the primary hypothesis of this
study' which is that individuals from higher stages of personal power exhibit lower fear-of
death scores. As can be seen in Table One, using Spearman's Flank Conelation Coeffi-
cient, there are significant conelations between the independent variable (stage of
power) and the dependent variable (death and dying fear), revealing a strong inverse
relationship (-0.55*) between the overattdecrease in fear of death and dying and higher
stages of power (see Table 1). The sample results are far enough away from zero to
suggest that the results didnt happen by chance, rejecting a null hypothesis. Further-
more, when it is recalled that the greatest conceptual and behavioral leap in power
occurs between Stages Three and Four, when Stages One, Two and Three are exam-
ined together and compared against Stage Four scores (Power 2 correlation), there is a
significantly stronger (-0.70") inverse relationship. ln particular, the results of the second
correlation strongly support the main hypothesis of this study whereby the shift from
external c'ontro! and power to internal control and power significanly impacts an
individual's perceptions, attitudes and behavior. Simply put, the ability to confront death
is highly related to "real" or internal power. The rary dafta is sJmmafized in Appendix t.
TABLE 1: Conelation Matrix of Fear of Death and Dying and Power Scores*

















* The correlation for a .05 level ol signilicance = .399 and a .01 level of significafic€ = .564.tt Degrem of Freedom IV= lB
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The safile frend is revealed in Graphs 1-5 which shsr the genera! direction
reported by the participants of decreased anxiety of death scores as their personal
power score increased. Graph 1 compares the overall Collet-Lester fear-ofdeath scores
wih the Hagberg power stages, clearly rellecting a dedine in fear for higher stages of
power, especially for Stage Four participants. ln fact, when the Stages One through
Three scores are examined on the graph it can be seen that the lowest fear of death
scores averages around 92 - which is almost the highest of the Stage Four scores (gS)
recorded. lndeed, Graphs 1-5 demonstrate a trend - the median scores for Stages One
through Three appear as a relatively a flat line until Stage Four is reacfred where a
signfficant decrease in the median score is generally observable. Graphs 2-S show the
results of the individual Collet-Lester sub-scales by their power stage, broken down into
four categories: death of self, dying of $ell, death of others and dying of others. lnspec-
tion of Graphs 2, 4 and 5 support the general pattem of lower fear of death scores with
higher stages of po'rer for: death of self, death of others and dying of others. However,
the findings from Graph 3 (dying of self) are the exception, indicating that participants
from all stages of power were more uncomfortable and concemed with their own dyrng
(i-e., physical degeneration in a dor death, the experience of pain, intellectgal degen-
eration, lack of control over the dying process and realizing the grief of others). Due to
the ordinal nature of the data, Table 2 lists the median scores for death and dying.
TABLE 2: illedian Scores for Death and Dying:
e One (4) Two (3) Three (4) Four (6) Overall Score
A. Death of Self
B. Dying of Self
C. Death of Others
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Finally, although the research sample size was small and scoring was not spe-
cificatly intended to derive demographic variables such as gender, male and female
respondents did substantially differ in their overall fear of death scores (average male
score 71.C, average female score 97.7). However, there did not appear to be meaning-
ful interaction between respondents' age and fear of death.
++ +
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Partici pant I nterviews
The rationale for the participant interviews was to explore further any important
insights, patterns or cues into their relationship with death and dying as well as to estab-
lish their attitudes on leadership. Therefore, to examine the participants'thoughts,
experiences and feelings in greater depth, a series of individual interviews, consisting of
fifteen open-ended questions, was performed. Despite establishing no quantitative data
in the personal interviews, there are several qualitative differences worth noting.
Chart 1 lists several of the interview questions with responses given by the
participants, categorized by stages of power. (See Appendix J for a full summary.) The
selected responses are one (or more) actual statements by one (or more) pafticipants
which portrayed, in a general fashion, according to the researchers judgement, what the
majority of participants from the same power stage were stating. As expected, there
were some moderate to strong differences between individual stages as well as between
Stage One through Stage Three responses and Stage Four responses. All answers,
however, should be considered as "self-reported" (meaning that the participants'an-
swers are limited by their willingness to share with the researcher what came to their
mind). The interview questions were loosely structured into three categories: (1) self-
awareness and satisfaction, (2) leadership and (3) death and dying. Explanatory follow-
up questions were pursued in cases where respondents replied with brief answers. ln
those cases he or she was asked to elaborate to the best of his/her ability.
The first series of questions dealt with self-awareness and satisfaction. As this
study predicted, the most obvious difJerence between the stages was the intrinsic moti-
vation discovered in Stage Four participants. Generally, they experienced more free-
dom, enjoying the process of life. While most participants expressed satisfaction in life,
Stage One to Stage Three participants were driven more by fears or explicit goals or
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desires. Most notably, eleven of the twelve stage one to stage Three participants
considered themselves religious, whereas, seven of eight Stage Four participants con-
sidered themselves more spiritual.
The second series of questions dealt with leadership and service. All of the
participants answered the question on general leadership qualities they admired in
basically the same way; however, Stage Four participants revealed more personal
interest in selt-leadership, taking responsibility in creating solutions, being of service and
including their spirituality as a motivation in daily decision-making.
Finally, the third series of questions surrounded the participants'thoughts and
experiences with death. There were differences in responses, consistent with the hy-
pothesis- Stage One to Stage Three participants were far more fearful of death and
dying as well as experiencing more fears in general. seven of the eight stage Four
participants had an overall positive experience with death and dying that allowed them to
honestly acknowledge their fears and transcend some of them, whereas several of the
Stage One to Stage Three respondents had negative experiences with death and dying
which continued to disturb them. Also, seven Stage Four participants mentioned, in
some fashion, their belief in reincarnation* - where their soul, after the body's death,
eventually rebirths into a new physical boOy; however, none specified how they believed
this process occurred. Two Stage Four participants noted a beliet that one's actions in
this life Iikely influence the next !ife; however, they believed that it was more important to
not worry about the past or future but rather to try and be fully aware and present in the
moment.
* Only one participant from all of the other power stages combined mentioned a bdief in rsncarndion.
Chart One Summary of participant lnterviews*
$taoe one l5) staoe Turc I3) staqe Three (41 staoe Four {8}
Question:








"l worked really hard
to get here. Some-
times ldon't know
where to go or what
to do."
"The biggest thing I
want to achieve is
financial security."
"l feel lucky. Things
have gone fairly well
with my job and




immodest goal -- l,d
like to be famous for
at least one thing."
"l am satisfied. I like
having fun in life. I
want to be someone
high on the totem
pole so I work hard
to be involved."
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"l see myself on a
spiritual path. lam
more content with
myself than when I
was younger."






you appreciate in a
leader?
Do you see yourself
as a leader?




Iistens to me and
doesn't put me down
or act superior."
"ln some areas, but I
am such a peon in
this company."
"On one hand, it is a
need for approval,
on the other hand, l
want to do what is





"Yes, I try to lead by
example and hope
not to appear too blg
a ngrd-"
'Whatever it is, I
want to be great at
it. I still have a need
for doing things."
"l make decisions to
accommodate my
family as well as my
Christian faith."
"l don't have a
specific goal other
than to be open to


















"l hate rnany things,
but none of them are
original -- the lack of
civility, war, violence,
escapism and the
selling of sex. There
isn't much I can do."
Honesty.
"Yes, people look up
to me and come to
me. I am a leader in











invokes the trust of
others,"
"lf I do, it is like a
mentor or a servant
leader. I have a
Taoist philosophy -
lead by not leading.
Also, I go places
where other people
perhaps fear and
they come to me for
ideas or advice. "
"l believe we create
our own reality and
that everything in
reality is connected.
At the same time I
don't like to see
social injustices like
racism or inequality.
I keep trying to come
back and deal with




* Bullets indicate where there are statements from more than one panicipant from the power stage. Thiswas done when there was a wide range of responses to the particular question.
chart one summary of pafticipant lnterviews (cont d)
Staoe One {$) Staoe Two (!) Stage Three fi[J Staoe Four (E]
Do you volunteer








What do you most
dread?
Do you think about
death often?




to get more involved,
but tam afraid to."
"lf I have it's just by
tryrng to be a good
person and llving a
Christian lifestyle. "
.Wondering if lwill
miss out on some-
thing, like happi-
ness. I also dread
something happen-
ing to me (death)
and what would my
family do? ldread
being old. I can only
think about it for
short periods of
tirne."
"l think about death
on a regular basis. !
try not to be morbid
about it. lthink in
terms of how much
tirne I have left."
"l am very involved
in my larger commu-
nity. My maternal
grandpa was a good
role mode."




if I haven't'made a
hill of beans of
difference in this
wortd and I get
depressed. How-
ever, if I am more
generous with
myseff, lcan say









"l primarily think of
death at funerals""
. "l think of death
when I get de-
pressed."






much of a difference,
but ltypically betieve
that we each touch
at least one other






"l don't think of my
own death. ljust
want to tive life fully
before ldie."
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"Yes, I like to be
involved with people
I see that one of my
prirne purposes in
life is to serve other
people atthough I
am not a forefront
person. I like to
work in the shad-
ows."
"J have tried to give
of myself in service
for much of my life. I












we are doing to our
planet."




dread, the more you
are unable to live life
fully. lt's difficult for




"Yes, I realize that
this life can all be
taken away in a
heartbeat so I better
appreciate it in the
present moment.
When I am in a state
of spiritualbliss, I
know that death is
right there as well as
the joy."
chart one summary of participant tnterviews (cont,d)
Stage One ($) Stage Two l!) Staoe Three g) Stage Four (S)Question:
Have you ever had
an experience
regarding death and
dying that had a
major influence on
your life?
Do you believe in an
after life?
Do you have a motto
in life?
*Yes,thadamajor
death in my life
when my father died






when they were '10.)
. "l almost died
twenty years ago
and I saw heaven as
a beautiful place. I
am less scared of
death now."
"Sot-t of -- even




happen to me when
a friend died. lt
freaked rne out.". "Y€s, I think about
the Holocaust a lot. I
think in another time
and place, it could
be me,"






rne dying or almost
dyrng."
"Yes. I have a
strong faith in God





.J have had many
experiences. I have
worked around dying
people most of my
adult life and have
learned rnany






. "l had two altered
consciousness
experiences which
showed me that the
universe is infinite."
. "When lwas 18 I
had a neardeath-
like experience, but
was told to come
back to earth by
spirits. I turned from




that your actions in
this life will prohably
impact your next life
But, I don't let it
concern me too
greatly. Iam willing
to be open to the
mystery."
. "l believe in eternal
life."
"Ee love. lt's the
only way to live."
"Yes, but I am
scared because in
my heart I carry a lot
of guilt. I believe in
the Christian
concept of hell and l
am scared that I
might be judged
harshly for some of
my actions."
"l believe that you
live on through the
good deeds that you
have done in your
life and your legacy
is your contribution
to humanity."
. "Yes, I believe in
heaven even though









This study attempted to discover what extent different levels of personal power
had on death and dying fears as well as connections to style of leadership and service-
based Ieadership. The correlational results supported the connection between lessened
fear of death as internal power develops, but the interviews were more suggestive than
conclusive; however, the study found relevant and interesting relationships between fear
of death, personal power and perceptions of leadership.
Empirically, the results significantly supported the hypothesis that higher stages
of personal power would demonstrate overall lower fear of death scores. The findings,
which were based on normal adults (i.e., not psychotic or significantly disassociated from
reality), seem to lend credibility to the hypothesis that death concern is present in ditfer-
ent forms and intensities in every individual according to their stage of power - that fear
is not limited to certain personality types, certainly not only to neurotic or powerless
people.
Methodologically, it appears that the study's procedures were sound. However,
because of the small sample size and other limitations, some observations will be noted.
Foremost, a serious limitation of the study is the fact that there were a small number of
participants from each of the stages of power and no individuals from Stage Five were
obtained. Thus, the present study s findings must be considered exploratory. Moreover,
the selection process for pafticipants was extremely cumbersome. Per the research
guidelines, participants needed to be recruited through intermediaries (individuals who
would not be perceived as pressuring the subjects, in any fashion, into participating).
However, both the rectuiting of individuals to serve as intermediaries as well as the
eventual intermediaries'efforts to recruit participants were subject to significant rejection.
For example, when potential subjects were approached to participate by the
researcfier's intermediary contact - they were strangers to the researcher - they over-
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whelmingly did not wish to be involved in a research study on the fear of death and dying
and personal po\'ver' According to the intermediaries, feedback ranged from strong facial
body language (i'e', grimacing) to verbally negative responses such as: ,,lt,s too mor-
bid'" or simply, "Yuk, not interested." Presumably many of these behaviors suggest
some anxiety over the topic of death (which correlates with the previously mentioned
predominant cultural death "taboo") as well as implying avoidance, escape and coping
strategies' on the other hand, when the researcher's personal contacts approached
potential participants who were remotely familiar or acquainted with the researcher,
positive responses to participate went up markedly. Apparenfly, some minimal identifica-
tion and familiarity with the researcher allowed a lessening of anxiety and perhaps even
an increase in a sense of safety. Even then, some of the final interviewees were highly
nervous and anxious over the whole participation process. lt is not known to what de-
gree the participant recruitment process impacted the overall research results; however,
steps to overcome this obstacle should be taken into consideration in future research.
Qualitatively, the one-on-one interviews revealed distinctive differences in the
participant sample and further supported thls study's hypothesis. However, because
evaluating the honest expression of interviewees' innermost thoughts and feelings was
difficult, and may have remained hidden from the researcher, there are no doubt purely
circumstantial factors to consider in their responses. At the same time, it should not be
overlooked that there were reasonably consistent patterns and themes in the interviews.
Therefore, the following disqrssion will present the researcher's overriding impression
from the interviews, based on the stages of power, tying in conceptsfrom Becker (1g73
and 1975) and Hagberg (1992) .
This study's findings suggest that stage one individuals were predominanily
more concerned with basic survival issues such as achieving financial safety and secu-
rity' lt is noteworthy that Hagberg's (1992) profile of stage one -powerle.ssness.,is
characterized by security and dependance issues. ln addition, stage one participants
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most closely matched Becker's (1973) definition of the concept of the instinct for self-
preservation - when individuals most openly express the terror of a reality in which they
must constantly struggle for their basic needs to keep their biological functioning going.
clearly, while these individuals were not necessariry unhappy (per their responses), it
seemed to the researcher that they were struggling to estabrish a basic sense of contror
over their own person and environment. ln particular, because two of these stage one
individuals lost their father in early adolescence - a frightening and destabilizing influ-
ence on their security - they stated the experience also created extremely difficult
obstacles, both mental and emotional, to overcome in their relationship to death and
dying' ln other words, they were still struggling to make sense of their early, formative
experience with death. Also observable from the interview responses was that these
individuals clearly preferred to be followers instead of leaders - they were too busy
worrying about basic survivat and self-esteem issues to have a desire for the additional
responsibility that comes with more leadership.
The overriding impression of Stage Two individuals was the presence of anxiety
fears - which is highly characteristic of Stage Two's "poweroyAsso ciation,(Hagberg,
1992)' ln fact, just prior to the interview, two participants mentioned their anxiety over
being interviewed about death, wanting to know where the content of the interviews was
going as well as requesting to read all of the questions first. In addition, these partici-
pants repeatedly wondered whether they were giving the right types of responses once
the interview was under way (which no other person in the study was worried about).
Additionally, a third Stage Two individual mentioned having frequent anxiety attacks in
other areas of her life.
using a biological and evolutionary argument, Becker (1g73) speculates that
anxiety was a realistic response about humans' precarious situation in nature (life was a
constant struggle for survival, literally life or death) and points out that those who were
most realistic about their situation passed their fear and anxiety on to their offspring.
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However, according to Becker, the emergence of modern ,mar1n (sic) as we know ,,him,,
(sic) is a hyperanxious animal who constantly invents reasons for anxiety even when
there are none' Becker further notes that for a "weaker' ego the forces of nature are
constantly confused as the individual has no real control over the magical cause-and-
effecl that s/he senses in the world. Therefore, the individual tives with an inner sense of
chaos which makes an exaggerated potentlal power of the unknown an added terror. As
Hagberg (1992) relates, stage Two individuals are still learning the ropes and gathering
a sense of their own identity in the world. Therefore, the results of this study seem to
confirm that stage Two individuals'fear and anxiety in relationship to reality go together
more frequently' Despite their anxiety, stage Two individuals expressed more confi-
dence' ability and enjoyment in being in positions that required them to lead - whether it
was in their workplace or community. ln fact, they appeared to revel in their leadership
responsibilities, taking pride in working hard, doing a good job and belonging to an
organization
The general attitude of Stage Three individuals was success-motivated. One
participant was happily retired, and the remainder were students. perhaps because
three of these respondents were in their teenage years, either graduating from high
school or in the first year of college, they were more focused on their future and desiring
to "make their mark." while it is widely implicated that teen-agers have less fear and a
greater sense of immortality than adults (Rinpoche, 1gg4), the young people participat-
ing in the study mentioned that taking the collett-Lester scale was actually fear-enhanc-
ing' One of them suddenly realized that his greatest fear was dying, and the other two
became very concerned about what they would do if their parents or other close family
members died' Becker notes (1973) that there is nothing like shocks in the real world to
jar loose the repressions of death. clearly, the study itself was enough to disturb these
participants'false sense of outward security. on the other hand, these stage Three
participants were also significantly more concerned about outward success and achieve-
ment' Consistent with Hagberg's (1992) profile of Stage Three ,,power by Symbots,
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each participant mentioned with apparent pride their accomplishments and achieve-
ments with external symbols of success - their possessions, job, position in school,
house, etc' As revealed in the interviews, the majority of these individuals wanted more
success' more fame, more money, more position and more power. As Becker (1g7g)
discusses - on the most elemental level - the organism (individual) works actively
against its own fragility by seeking to expand and perpetuate itself in living experience;
instead of shrinking, it moves toward more life. This research suggests that stage Three
individuals had moved beyond their initial anxiety (Jung might say further repressing
their fear) to establishing a sense of conquering their own world, feeling a sense of
immortality by their perceived control over their environment and their destiny. Corre-
sponding with this desire for expansion, Stage Three individuals typically judged others
as powerful leaders by whether or not they possessed the characteristics of fame,
money and position power in abundance.
Finally, Becker (1973) points out that the knowledge of death is reflective and
conceptual - two qualities highly associated with Stage Four's "power by Reflection.,,
consistent with Becker's theory of needing to go through the madness and psychosis of
the paradox of being human (being conscious of humans' relatively fragile, mortal and
animal status) in order to become a fully realized and liberated adult, this study,s stage
Four participants were extremely articulate and knowledgeable about their fears -
especially of death - as well as having made some movement beyond them. For ex-
ample, while seven of the eight Stage Four participants had a significant experience with
death, each one of them had attained some sense of peace with death in the midst of
their fear' None of them denied fear of death, but they were more content in a realiza-
tion that death is a natural process. Also, there was a notably strong relationship be-
tween being a stage Four participants and deep spirituality, suggesting that there is a
definitive link between personal power, strength of spirituality and fear of death, for which
further empirical researfi is evidently needed, Additionally important was the appear-
ance that Stage Four individuals were decisively more service-oriented (in the sense that
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they increasingly focused their acts of service into their everyday actions and way of
living as opposed to limiting it to belonging to a specific group or organization). This
finding supports this sludy's secondary hypothesis that leadership behavior (in particular
servant leadership) changes as the fear of death (and other fears, i.e., change) is
diminished' Also, stage Four participants ovenryhelmingly noted that a more effective
style of leadership begins when an individual learns more about him/trerself and thereby
gains more "real" power through positive and caring relationships with others.
An additional observation seems noteworlhy - because stage Four individuals
more openly dwell on their inner dilemmas (Hagberg, l ggz), they may also be substan-
tially more aware of their conscious fears. The implication of this point is that the col,
lett-Lester fear of death scores for stage Four people may be more representative of a
truer, more consciously self-aware reflection than Stage One to Three individuals. Thus,
the stage Four scores for fear of death might be high, but they would be more accurate.
ln particular, this seemed to play out in the interviews where the stage Four participants
clearly went into more detail in their dialogue and analysis of their death experiences,
including experiences of near death and a transcendence of the body/mind. For ex-
ample, despite the fact that three stage Four individuars had come close to death at one
point in their life (having either had a near-death experience or a serious illness which
caused them to seriously consider their mortafity) they were considerably more positive
than the other research participants about the experience of death serving as a profound
learning opportunity. For the most part, they stated that they were able to let go of some
of their fear of death and sucmssfully demonstrate an increased acceptance of self and
others' ln regards to near-death experiences, Halifax notes, "Flesearchers report that
people who have survived clinical death or near death have a greater zest for life; their
concern for material Iife is much diminished; they have greater self-confidence; and they
feel a real sense of a purpose in life. They become spiritually enthusiastic, more inter-
ested in nature, and develop a tolerance and compassion toward others. Atso, they
have a reduced fear of death because they have become convinced that death is a great
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ride. They also feel as if they have a special destiny, perhaps a litile pride that they died
and were reborn" (see Varela, 1997, p. 197.) Despite the factthat not al! of the Stage
Four participants had a near-death experience, a majority of these qualities appeared to
be present in all of the Stage Four participants. However, it is not completely certain to
what degree the participant's reality shifted solely due to redefining their relationship to
death.
Overall, the interview patterns from allfour stages are generally consistent with
the expectations of the study's hypothesis. One may argue that the additional support
of the empirical data is important with respect to giving credence to the thesis' argument
that overcoming the denial of death is a concomitant to living and leading powerfully.
Finally, it should be noted that whatever the participant's stage of personal power
the Collett-Lester scale taps only conscious fear of death. This concern should seriously
be taken into consideration with regard to Becker's observation that the most damaging
factor of the fear of death is its prevailing place in the unconscious human mind - where
even the most highly developed individuals can overlook its existence through the
deepest repression. He states, "l don't believe that the complex symbol of death is ever
absent, no matter how much vitality and inner sustainment a person has" (Becker, 197S,
p. 22). This statement has many implications which this study onty began to address.
Thus, future research should be more sensitive to exploring avenues in which the rela-
tionship between conscious and unconscious fears interact in human development.
Although comparability of stages of personal power and fear of death is difficult
to achieve and demonstrate, the present study suggests that overcoming the fear of
death is a factor in enabling individuals' becoming personally powerful. lt appears that
the more an individual realistically confronts this facet of his/l'rer existence (incorporating
the c'onsciousness of death into an appreciation of life), the more sfie is able to begin to
live an authentic life, free from fear.
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Chapter 6 Conclusrons
This thesis attempted to bring deeper insight into the nature of one of human's
greatestfears, death, and reconcile it with powerful leadership. Asthis brief research
study seems to confirm, the fear of death is reduced, and there are less negative conno-
tations with death, as individuals'personal power is increased. In particular, if the indi-
vidual has experienced a profound symbolic encounter with death, then the awareness
of death is seen in new ways, leading to a greater acceptance and more satisfying and
harmonious adjustment to the entire life process. To those who are transitioning their
power base from external to internal, their experience with leadership becomes more
purely relational. They perceive their greatest influence to be analogous to a servant
leader -- helping others through more compassionate attitudes and behavior as well as
facilitating change by stepping away from traditionally-perceived, externally-based
I eadersh ip characteristics.
This research effort began with a realization that the fear of death is largely
misunderstood, and yet it has a central place in the understanding of self and society.
This thesis concludes that death is a significant way - if not the main way - in which
people establish meaning in their lives. Without a deep and profound acceptance of the
impermanence of everything, facing death and dying is both terrifying and difficult.
Yet, to some degree, the mental and emotional struggle surrounding death is
inevitable. Whenever human individuals or communities are forced to adjust to shifting
conditions, suffering and pain is present. But this thesis considers that a significant
amount of the anxiety is avoidable. By far the biggest mistake people make in regards
to death and dying is not thinking about their response until they are faced with a signifi-
cant loss. They underestimate how much death drives them out of their comfort zone.
As a result they don't recognize that their own reactions have a larger impact and inad-
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vertently reinforce the cultural status quo of death denial.
The question of death denial begs, "who among us has not denied themselves?,,
As Becker (1973) notes, death is generally repressed for both practical and psychologi-
cal reasons' For humans it is not practical (or feasibly possible) to experience constant
anxiety regarding the "how-to" of keeping one's biological functioning going. The auto-
nomic system is well designed to keep heart rate and breathing going without one,s
conscious attention' But Becker also notes that for many individuals deniai frequently
serves a psychological role - protection- Repressing tneir fear of death may be the only
link a person has to sanity and functionalrty. while the first pornt is widely accepted thrs
thesis concludes that the second point can and should be re-examined, especially for
individuals interested in powefful leadership. ln other words, truth and honesty are
unquestionably the fundamental basis for success and balance in a neafthy, powerful,
self-actualized and awakened life. Living fully, with maximum conscious awareness,
moment by moment, leads to an accepting and reconciled attitude toward death. of
utmost significance is the realization that life and death are not opposites, rather they are
irreconcilably interrelated- conversely, the avoidance of death, by constant repression,
can have detrimental consequences and be instrumental in blocking more effective and
powerful behavior.
This research concludes that deep social change or transformation requires
leaders who think and behave in new ways - transforming their external envrronment by
internally abandoning a fixed identity as well as risking uncertainty by facing their fears.
ultimately individuals who are interested in increasing their personal power must begin
the difficult work of becomin g more consdous of their subliminal attitudes and behaviors
surrounding death' They must examine their complex defense systems that usually
buffers their psydres,
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There are many others in modern culture who feel that there is simply too much
at stake and that the time has come to wake up to the simurtaneous need for personal
and global transformation (Hartmann, 1998). williamson (1gg7) states, ,,America,s
internal work is so important; our society cannot heal until we move into a much more
psychologically and emotionally mature way of structuring our lives. Emotional dishon-
esty is an American disease" (p. 193). Estcheemah, a NativeAmerican teacher, said,
"Maturity must be gained before we humans can do any justice to matters of greatness,,
(Storm, 1994, p. xxi).
As this research discovered, death is a complex symbol with many meanings.
For most individuals, death is perceived as separate from life. Therefore, these individu-
als can spend a Iifetime pursuing various activities and goals, pursuing money, status or
fame' and frequently feel a sense of meaninglessness and experience an inability to
enjoy their life while they are living it- Therefore, as previously noted, changes of think-
ing about death need to occur within individuals first, and then changes can be made at
the societar lever. scientist David Bohm states,
ln the very act of interpreting the universe, we are creating the universe.ln a way we could say that we are the totality of our meanings. what I amproposing here is that man's general way otininting of the totality, i.e., hisgeneral world view, is crucial to overall oioer of the human mind itself. lfhe thinks of the totality as constituted of independent fragments, then thatis how his mind will tend to operate, but if he ffin include everythingcoherently and harmoniously in an overall whole that is undivided, unbro-ken, and without a border, then his mind will tend to move in a similarway, and from this will flow an orderly action within the whole... Achangeof meaning is necessary to change this world poritically, economically andsocially' But that change must begin within the individual; it must changewith him (See Spears, 1ggg, p. eO-+_eOS).
Palmer (see Spears, ed., 1998) states, "We too are responsible forthe existence
of tyrannical conditions, of external constraints that crush our spirits, because we too c+
create reality through the projections of our internal limitation. our complicity in world-
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making is a source of awesome and sometimes painful responsibility and at the same
time a source of profound hope for change" (p. 1gg). Gergen (1gg1) points out, ,The
very idea of individual selves - in possession of mentat qualities - is now threatened
with eradication and the implications of this outcome for our lives together are both
unsettling and stimulating and deserve broad discussion,, (p. x).
Major change is often said to be impossible unless the individual has the desire
or will to change' This is particularly true in regards to facing one,s fear of death. How-
ever' without the urgency and strong guiding action of individuals (leaders) who have
significantly lessened their own fear of death, no vision ffin be created for other individu-
als to follow' Therefore, establishing a vision of the great benefits from a life free of fear
will play a key role in producing change by helping to direct, atign, and inspire actions on
the part of large numbers of people. The second step is to communicate that vision
through both words and deeds. In fact, nothing promotes behavior change more than
powerful action by individuals who inspire trust, and nothing undermines behavior
change more than fearful action by important individuals.
A good beginning toward anchoring an acceptance of death couid start with
transforming the fear of loss in other areas of rife. For example, there are many in-
stances where business leaders are insensitive to how organizational change can cause
significant disruptions in both worker productivity and morale. so they ignore their own
organizational culture - at significant peril. Kotter (1996) notes that by any objective
measure' the amount of significant, often traumatic, change in organizations has grown
over the past two decades and shows no signs of slowing down. As Ryan and ostereich
(1991) found' a little bit of fear goes a Iong waH and that, when threatened, peopre react
with strong emotions; they begin to make errors and are unable to do their best work. To
avoid the mistake of underestimating fear and pushing people deeper into their foxholes,
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leaders need to understand why their employees resist change, what processes can
help overcome some of their destructive fear, and, most of all, how leadership is re-
quired to drive that process in healthy ways. This means that leaders must not be
complacent when it comes to facing their own fears, and they must be as compassion-
ate as possible when implementing deep, significant change.
ln the final analysis, in regard to the larger society, perhaps the discussion of a
new vision should begin with leaders in religion, spirifuality, medicine and science for
these individuals are typically on the front lines of death. On a daily basis, as they come
into close contact with dying individuals and the griet of those close to the dying, these
people perform profoundly important services to all of humanity. As previous research
in this thesis has noted, those in the medical profession typically have higher fear of
death sc'ores. Therefore, it's vitally important for doctors, nurses and healers to remove
their own mental and emotional barriers to death so that they can better serve from a
place of compassionate understanding" This change would truly transform our hospi-
tals, nursing homes and hospice care centers into empowered organizations. However,
whether leading the change from fear to acceptance comes from a doctor, a spiritual
leader or the next door neighbor, the world needs more of these people, and the world
will get them if individuals overcome the short-term pain of facing their fears and their
failures to embrace the Iong-term gain of living freely.
Facing death isfacing lite. lf ever there was a more gacdmeans to a goodend,
overcoming one's fear of death is a very good beginning to an ending.
Appendix A
How To Use
This scale is a widdy used and usefu! insffrlment desgned to measrre thoughts and dtitudes toward dedr anodying' Listed below are a series of general statements. Flead each item and decide quicktyhow uncom-fortable or concerned are you by the brief statement; then record the extent of your agreement ordisagreement by circting the number that best represents your feeling. Do not spend too much timethinking afuut your response we want your first impre==ion, of how you think right now. pleaseanswer every item' You can discontinue participation at any ti**, however, please retum the scale evenif only partially completed.
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Your Own Death
1. the total isotation of death very
2. the shortness of life 553 missing out on so much after you die s4 dying young 



































































the physical degeneration invotved in a slow death
the pain involved in dying
the intellectual degeneration of old age
that your abilities will be limited as you lay dying
the uncertainty as to how bravely you wiliface 
-
the process of dying
your lack of control over the process of dying
the possibility of dying in a hospital awayirorn
friends and family


























































































the loss of someone close to you
having to see their dead body
never being able to communicate with them again
regret over not being nicer to them when they were alive
growing old alone without them
feeling guilty that you are relieved that they are dead
feeling !onely without them
envious that they are dead
The Dying of Others
t having to be with someone who is dying
? having them want to talk about Oeatn witn you3 watching them suffer from pain
I having to be the one to teil them that they are dying
? seeing the physicat degeneration of theiiboOy6. not knowing what to.do about your grief at loJing
them when you are'with them
I watching the deterioration of their mental abilities8. being reminded that you are going to go through the




















'Tl his orofile follows the ideas and behaviors described inJanet Hagberg,s bookI RealPower" stages of Personal Power irz organizarions.Ms. Hagberg describes sixprogressive stages of personal power: Povrerlessness, power by Association, power byAchievement, power by Reflection, power by purpose, and power by wisdom,
\flhile these stages may appear at first to be quite straight forward and simple, the moredeeply you look, the more may be revealed to you.
You can use or understand this six stage Model on several different levels. primariiy
applicable to your work life, rhe ideas are equally practical in everyday living. In fact, youcan use this model to understand yourself, your ieiationships, and your organization froma personal power perspective,
You will have a Home stage where you function most often, you will also have elementsof all five other smges that will guide your actions in certain situations but not the majorityof situations' As your Home stage progresses frorn stage 1 to stage 6 you musr acknowl-edge and pass througlr each stage. The knou,ledge and experience gained at eacir stageare needed to progress to the next stage.
HOIT TO USE rHlS PROFI]E
The authors designed this profile: 1) to provide individual insights on srages of personalpower' 2) as a preparatory tool for courses in leadership, po**, and nranagement, 3) as adiscussion tool bervreen managers and employees, and 4) as an assessment tool in thecourse of personal renewal.
This profile was designed neither as a tool for employment selection nor for psychologicalmeasurement and assessment' use of the profile for these purposes would u. inrpp.opriate
Do not try io pllrsue the stages of power as if they were tasks to be accornplished or apinnacle to be achieved. There is wisdom in letting a natural process, people or eventsguide you' There is wisdom in being open to the next thing life has in srore.
!HgTRUGTIOHS
On a scaie of 1 to 5 (1 = Not desuiptiue o.[me; 5 = llety descfipriue of nrc)fill in the box to
the right of each qttestion with the number that most closely describes you at this point
in tinre.
Total yoLrr answers in each coh.rmn at the bottorn of that column,
Transfer the column totals trorn each page to page 5 and compure your Grand Total.
Appendix B (cont,d)
1. I feel my work behavior and non-work behavior becoming more integrated and less separate.
?. I am a take charge, get things done person
3. I feelhelpless over my life/work problems
4. I have a life purpose for which I would die
5. I am at peace
6. I work hard to be confident.
7. I tell others about my weaknesses and mistakes
8. I model both feminine and masculine behavior traits as ways to reach goals.
9. I make decisions out of a quiet, inner sense of calm
10. I know someone that I want to be like
11 I am fust beginning to learn the unwritten rules and values of the organization
12. I usually see myself as a casualry of someone else's actions
13 i make poor decisions most of the time
14. I believe power belongs ro those who earn ir
l5 I schedule regular time to be alone
16. I prefer asking questions that may or may nol have an answer
11. I am sought by others to be a mentor/guide
18. I believe I have "made it" in the eyes of society
19 I feel secure when someone else is taking care of nre.
?0. I feel I am a number and not an individual.
21. I like the challenge of responsibiliry
22 I depend on mv boss for direction
23 I do usks that primarily help me achieve my goals
74. I know power is infinite
2t. I am an apprenrice









































29. I am connected at all times to a spiritual source
30. I want career/life advancement but I have little knowledge of ho+' to proceed.
31. I have an inner connection with a higher power which guides my daily life
32. I conscior;sly imitate other people's behavior
33. I don't make any decisions without ralking with as many people as possihle
34. I choose to act honestly even if it means I lose something I want
35. I sometimes have to manipulate others to get things done.
36. I laugh at mv mistakes and share those mistakes with others
37 I am hr"rmble
3U I believe power means having control.
39. I am powerfulonly when the group is powerful
40. I can accept criticism without defensivene.s.s.
41, I .see no gain to risk-taking.
42. i appreciate my weaknesses
43. I look fbrn ard to death.
44. I am learning "the ropes."
4i. I see m.v ego getting smaller and less significant allthe time.
46. I know how to use the "political systent" to be successtirl in m)' career
4t. I think m)' personal values are more dissimilar than similar to my co-e'orkers in the organization
4u. I arn beginning to understand which skills and abilities I need to develop to advance my career
49. I am courageous.
50 I have confldence in a lif'e purpose which puts lny ot-n interest.s at risk
51. I frequently qLrestion my self-t'onh
i? I ant a}:le to be myself within my organization
53. I helieve that rewards from the organization n')otivate me less than the,,* used to

































56 i define my.self-concept accorcling to how people I respect f'eel ahout me.
57. I have sumendered to a larger purpose.
58 I get as much from mv communiry life as I do from my jol-r
59. I am self-sacrificial.
60. I w'ork for.salary, title, office placement or number of people I could sr.rpervise
61. I know rhat I am stuck in my iob.
62 I know little about how my organization makes decisions.
63 I anr prr:ud of my accomplishments.
6+ I ani one of the winner.s in life
6i. I see my rca.sons for w,ork and for living as onc and the sanre
66. I have an inner caJracity for long periods of solitr.rde and silence
67 . I recognize power around me and in others br-rt I possess little power
6tt. I speak out u'hen I am asked ro do something I don't believe in
69 I knon'l am not liked hr my co-u,orkers
70. I trust mv rnner voice
71. I am wi.se
12. I u'ill f-eel htter rvhen others consider me.successful
Column totals
SCORING A B 'C D E F
Column totals from page 3
Colr.rnrn totals flronr page {
Crilumn totals fionr thi.s page














5TAGES OF PERSOHAT POWER





Manipulation Secure and dependent
Low in self-esteem
Uninformed
Helpless but not hopeless





























Comfortable with personal style
Skilled at mentoring
Showing true leadership










Conscience of the organization
Humble
Con-frdent of life cailing












Conscience of the communiry
Compassion for the world
Self Sacrifice Transcend humanness
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where do you see yourserf today and how did you get here?
How do you feer about your present occupation and prace in life?
What areas of life/living most enrich your life?
Do you see yourself as needing to achieve anything parlicular in life? (lf so,
what and why?)
Do you have a motto of rife? rf so, what is it and how did you come to it?
what do you feel are your prime motivating factors for making decisions in
your life (famiry, friends, work and other areas)?
What qualities do you appreciate in a leader?
Do you see yourself as a leader? (Explain)
Do you have social, political or global issues that trouble or disturb you
greatly? (Explain)
Do you volunteer your time for any service-based organizations? (Explain)
Do you feel you have made a difference in the worrd? (lf so, in what
ways?)
What do you most dread? (Explain)
Do you think about death often? (Explain)
Have you ever had an experience regarding death and dying that had a
major influence on your perceptions? (Explain)
Do you believe in an after-rife? rf so, prease exprain how you berieve it




































































































































A research study is being conducted by a graduate student of Augsburg Col-lege on the issues of leadership, personal*power and death and dying. Sub-jects for this study will come from a diverse range of backgrounds and inter-ests' Subjects complete two short questionnaires which will take approxi-mately twenty minutes to complete. in addition, selected subjects will com-plete a thir$'minute interview of open-ended questions to furprer exporno







I am a graduate student at Augsburg College conducting research
on leadership, personal power and deatn ano dyin!. Subjects for this
study must come from a diverse range of backglrornOs and interests. Theperson who has contacted you regarding this study is an acquaintance ofmine who feels that you would ne a good participant for this study; there-fore, I am inquiring as to your willingness io participate.
The testing consists of two short questionnaires which will take
approximately twenty minutes to complete. ln addition, there may be thepossibility of a short, thirty-minute interview of open-endeo questions tofurther expound on the topics related to the testing. I am willing to mailyou the questionnaires at either your work site or home. plea# note,
however, they reguire twenty minutes of undistracted attention.
I assure you that I wilt be the only person to review the raw data intheir entirety, and at the end oJ the studi tlre raw data will be destroyed.
ln addition, all responses will be kept confidential and will be reported
without names or other personal identifiers. I will provide you with a self-
addressed stamped envelope with a numeric code on the outside of the
envelope to insure the receipt of the returned questionnaires. The ques-
tionnaires will remain unopened in the campus box until the completion of
any or all interviews.
Since this is a research study benefits cannot be guaranteed;
however I expect that you will learn more about your beliets in leadeiship,
personal power and self-reflection on the issues of death and dying. lf 
a )
you are interested in participating or desire further information pteise
contact me and leave a message at my Augsburg voice messaging center
at 612-330-1600' My voice mail box number is +r sss. please leave your
name, phone number and when a good time woutd be to contact you.






fl-his script was read when a pafticipant called the researcher agreeing to participate in the study.)
Principal lnvestigator :
Thank you for agreeing to participate in my study. Do you have a few minutes to goover some background information and procedures with me? As you know I am agraduate student at Augsburg college conducting research on leadership, personalpower and death and dying- The testing consisti of two short guestionnaires whichwill take approximately 20 minutes to complete. ln addition, at a iater date, there maybe approximately 30 minutes of open-ended questions to debrief from the testing. Iam willing to mail your questionnaires to either your work site or home. They shouldbe taken during a time when you can refrect anb not be distracted.
I need to ask you a few questions about your participation. They will take just over aminute.
(1) Do you understand that you are participating in a research study investi-
gating the attitudes of personal power, leadership and death and dying?
(2) Do you understand that you will be taking two short questionnaires that
will take about 20 minutes to complete?
(3) Do you understand that participation is voluntary and all responses will
be seen solely by the principal investigator?
(4) Are you currenily in counseling or therapy?
lf yes, Do you feelthat you are currently abte and willing to complete two
short, wriffen tests which may cause mird anxiety?
(5) Have you recently experienced a significant depression?
If yes, Do you feel that you are currently able and willing to complete two
short, written tests which may cause mird anxiety?
(6) Have you recenfly experienced a significant loss of any kind?
lf yes, what is the nature of the ross? And, Do you feer that you are
currently able and willing to complete two short, written tests which may
cause mild anxiety?
(71 Do you unders{and that you can discontinue participation at any time?
(8) Also, at a time shorfly after you have taken and mailed back the ques-
tionnaires (one to two weeks) are you open to the possibility of being
interviewed for approximately thirty minutes to answer a shoil series of
open-ended questions?





You are invited to be in a research study of leadership, personal power and self-reflection" you wereselected as a possible participant becausl you were recommended by a close acquaintance as an excel-lent candidate for this study' I ask tnat you read this form and ask any question you may have beforeagreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by me (Ann Johnson) as part of my masters of arts in leadership thesis atAugsburg College. The purpose of this study is to determine diffeiences in regards to teadership and theissues of personal power and death and dyrng.
Procedures
lf you agree to be in this study, I ask you to do the following things. you will complete two questionnaires.one is a thirty-two item scale and the second is a seventy-two-item scale. ln addition, there may be thepossibility of an open-ended interview. Both the questionnaires and interview are voluntary and can beimmediately terminated if you experience any distress or anxiety that you feel makes you unable tocontinue.
Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study
There are no direct benefits to participation. However, I expect that you will learn more about your beliefsin leadership, personal power and death and dying as *eil as contribute to the knowledge of the field ofleadership studies.
There might be a mild psychological risk as to stress or anxiety associated with this study. ln the eventthat this research activity results in an injury treatment will be avaitable, including first aid, emergencytreatment, counseling, and tollow-up care as needed. However, payment lor any such treatment must beprovided by you or your third party payer if any, (such as health insurance, Medicare, etc.).
Conlidentiality
The records of this study will be kept confidentiat. ln any sort of report that may be published, no informa-
tion will be rncluded that witl make it possible to identify you. Ftesearch recordswill be kept in a locked file;
only the researcher will have access to the records.
Flaw data will be destroyed by November 30, 1999. ldentifiers will be removed by May g1, 1ggg. Access
to tape recordings of any interviews will be solely by the researcher with a destruction date of November
30, 1 999.
Your decision whether or not to participate will not aftect your current or future relations (if any) with theCollege' If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any time without affecting those relation-
ships.
Contasts and Oueetions:
The researcher conducting this study is Ann Johnson. You may ask any questions that you have now. lfyou have questions later, you may contact Ann Johnson at (651 i5sS-55sS or her advisor, Norm Ferguson,
at (612) 330-1000. You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.
Statement ol Consent:







Bagkground and lt4easurement Data
The top chart lists the particpants' raw data scores, listing their Personal Power Profileg stage,
sex, age and fear of death scores according to death of self, dying of self, death of others,
dying of others and their total fear of death score The bottom chart lists participant race and
occupation.
Raw Data:
death of self dying of self death of others dying of others
























































































































































































Measurement scales naturally restrict responses to a one-to-five scale range;
therefore' the rationale for the participant interviews was to explore further any signifi-
cant insights, patterns or cues into their relationship with death and dying as well as to
establish their attitudes on leadership. To explore the participants,thought processes,
experiences and feelings in greater depth, a series of individual interviews, consisting offifteen open-ended questions, was pertormed.
Following this line of reasoning, some general observations are noted, typically
categorized by stage of power. As expected, there were some moderate to strong
differences between individual stages as well as between stage one to stage Three
responses and stage Four responses. All answers, however, should be considered as"self-reported" (meaning that the participants' answers are limited by their willingness to
share with the researcher what immediately came to their mind). The interview ques-
tions were loosely structured into three categories. (1) self-awareness and satisfaction,
(2) leadership and (3) fear of death and dying. Explanatory folow-up questions werepursued in cases where respondents replied with brief answers. ln those mses he or
she was asked to elaborate to the best of their ability.
It will be helpful to recall that there were five stage one participants, three stage
Two participants, four stage Three participants and eight stage Four participants.
l' The first five questions dealt with satisfaction in life, achievement desires andoveralt philosophy for tife.
Nineteen participants expressed general satisfaction with life, noting both joys
and challenges' At the same time, all five stage one (100%), two stage Two (67%) and
three stage Three (75"/") individuals expressed some disconnection or confusion with
what they were supposed to be doing in life compared to one stage Four (12.5%) per-
son who verbally expressed confusion.
In response to question four, "Do you see yourself as needing to achieve any-
thing particular in life?", three stage one (60%) participants focused on finances, ex-
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pressing a need for more security- Two stage Two (67%) individuals expressed a great
desire for fame or notoriety in some fashion. Every stage Three (100%) individual
mentioned the term "success" regarding hisfier career or place in life, whether it was
already feeling successful or wanting future career success. seven out of eight (87.s%)
stage Four individuals stated that they had no specific achievemenf they desired. In-
stead' eacll individual expressed more concern with being open to whatever was next or
being a good person.
Il' Questions six through eleven dealt with decision-making, leadership, societyand service activity.
Responses to question six, regarding prime motivating factors when making
decisions, revealed that for three stage one (60%) individuals finances were their first
concern' (No other participants mentioned money as a factor in decision-making, which
is not to suggest that it never concerns them, but it clearly was not their first concern).
Two stage Two (67%) respondents mentioned morals and ethics when it came to work-
place decision-making. The third mentioned making decisions based on the need for
approval from parents, family and work superiors.
stage Three individuals expressed these concerns: (1) "ls it right?,, (moral), (2)
"would I get into trouble?" (legal), (3) how it would accummodate participant,s life and
family life (social), (4) whether it included participant's christian faith (religious). stage
Four individuals atso had a wide range of responses, indicating that they would make
decisions based on: (1) personal development, (2) seeing the "whole picture,,by consid-
ering as many factors as possible, (3) spirituality, (4) how it will affect other people - both
family and community, (5) a desire to be a better person, (6) morals and (7) a gut feeling.
ln regard to leadership qualities they admired, two stage one individuals appre-
ciated leaders who would listen, and two were looking for leaders who wouldnt get mad
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at them' Every Stage Two respondent was looking for honesty in a leader. stage Three
individuals were primarily looking for (in no particular order): (1) honesty, (z) treating
others as equal (two people), (3) being open and approachable. Five Stage Four
(62'5%) individuals were also concerned with both honesty and integrity. Add1ionally,
three Stage Four (37.5%) individuals expressed admiration for leaders who led others
from an inner or spiritual source. other stage Four qualities that were appreciated in a
leader were: having long-term vision, being inspirational to subordinates and possess-
ing a quiet charisma. [lt should be noted that while answering this question twetve out of
the twenty respondents took it upon themselves to express their dismay over the recent
presidential political/sexual scandal and felt that our nation's leader was clearly dishon-
est and not appropriately held accountable for his behavior. However, some still admired
his leadership accomplishments in other areas, ln addition, another present day globa!
political situation (Kosovo) triggered six out of twenty respondents to menti on negative
leadership, noting that Yugoslavia's President Slobodan Milosevic was an evil or corrupt
leader who needed to be stopped.J
Answers to question eight, "Do you see yourself as a leader?", indicated that the
majority of interviewees from all stages of power saw themselves as a leader in some
fashion. Two Stage Four individuals stated that they essentiaily lead by not leading.
Question nine dealt with social and global concerns. Overall, nineteen respon-
dents mentioned specific concerns (with no discernible pattern or breakdown by power
stage). Consistent with the recent global and national political events, eight respondents
discussed intolerance (primarily racial), six mentioned ethnic cleansing and six men-
tioned youth violence- [-he Kosovo ethnic deansing was previously mentioned; the
youth violence concern was perhaps especially high during the interview period due to
the recent Columbine High School massacre which gripped the nation's attention for
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weeks'l rhree mentioned the need for more civility. There were several additional
concerns' including the environment, local and national policy-making gridlock, nuclear
proliferation, biological warfare and genetic engineepng to name a few.
what was a noticeable pattern regarding question nine was the sense of powerlessness
most individuals felt about their ability to impact social, nationa! or global change. six
respondents stated outright that there was nothing that they could do to make a differ-
ence at the global level' while three stage Four individuals noted how their own actions
(at the individual level) ultimately impacted the larger whole, they still felt essentially
powerless to create significant change at the largest system levels.
Flelated to addressing social change, question ten asked, "Do you volunteer your
time for any service-based organizations?" Two stage one interviewees volunteered
their time when it concerned their own children - at church or in athletics. one Stage
Two individual actively volunteered outside of his family, both in a leadership position for
a local Jewish federation, which actively becomes involved in social issues, as well as
spending time with children, otherthan his own, teaching them to read. Two Stage
Three individuals worked on several service projects; however, this was through a
required service program in their high school and it is not known whether they would
have actually volunteered without being required.
Stage Four individuals had a distinctively stronger response for the perceived
need and benefits of service. Four people actively worked on service projects outside
their family in the community. One of them stated, "lt's so important to use volunteer
work to connect with people. we llke to get involved with people so that we end up with
personal relationships- They always teach you something - even people who have
different ideas from you. I am a white person who has done a lot of work on racism.,,
Another stated, "l think that one of the prime purposes and activities for a leader is to
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take on serving other people. Leadership without service is tyranny or anarchy. I see
myself as constantly in the service of other people. I work in the 'dark' areas of the
community, meaning that I am not a forefront person. I don't run for office or want to be
seen in that light, but I actively give of myself on a daily basis to my friends - everything I
have. Whatever is there I give it away."
Finally, on question eleven, every participant answered positively to the fact that
they saw themselves making a difference in the world by their everyday interactions with
friends and family. Therefore, at the most basic system level, every respondent could
see how their actions created a ripple effect.
lll. Questions twelve through sixteen addressed dread, death experiences and a
belief in after-life. ln particular, these questions were asked to determine if and
how ceftain beliefs or experiences (self-defined) regarding fears and death
may have impacted the Gollett-Lester Fear of Death Scale scores.
The four groups did not ditfer significantly in their responses to the twelfth ques-
tion "What do you most dread?" Everyone could quickly identify one or two major fears
which they dreaded. lndividuals in Stage One were concerned with missing out on
finding "true" happiness, missing out on some unnameable thing, losing a loved one, not
having enough finances, growing old alone and not finding a soul mate. Stage TWo
individuals were concerned with mediocrity, making difficult decisions, the holidays.
Three Stage Three (75%) individuals dreaded losing a loved one, one dreaded death,
and another dreaded failing and being "nothing." Stage Four respondents listed these
concerns: inadvertently hurting other people's feelings (two people), worrying about
violence to family members, serious health issues with loved ones (two people), per-
sonal health issues (getting sick), the monotony of routine, realizing the extent of envi-
ronmental degradation and losing my sense of the goddess (female cleity).
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seven of the twenty respondents, with no pattern in regards to power stages,
stated that they thought about death often - three were in stage one, two in stage
Three and two in Stage Four' Two mentioned experiencing a serious health issue (i.e.,
cancer), and three mentioned their advancing age (one in his 40s and two in their 60s);
another used to pray every day for her abusive ex-spouse's death, and another routinely
worked with individuals who were dying.
The rationale for question fourteen was to determine whether any participant had
experienced a significant event that shaped their views of death and dying. Most could
identify at least one major experience. Two stage one individuals had their father die
when they were ten' one of them was pulled out of school after her father had a heart
attack' Upon visiting him in the hospital the father said, "Don't cry l,m not dead yet,,,but
after she left the room he immediately died. They each claimed it profoundly altered
their life' Another stage one person stated she was near death from pneumonia twenty
years earlier when she felt what she described as "heaven as this beautiful place;,,
consequenfly, she stated that she is less fearful of death.
Two Stage Two people had experiences which they related. One participant, a
practicing agnostic, had a mystical-dream-visit from a friend he hadn,t seen or heard
from in twenty years (in the dream this person told him, "l won,t need thatwhere I am
going") and then the friend died the next day. Another Stage Two individual is constanly
reminded of the Holocaust, the death camps and the final solution of the Jews and
frequently thinks, "ln another time, it probably would have been me.,,
Two stage Three individuals had close experiences with death. one respondent
had a life-threatening illness, and one eighteen-year-old interviewee almost had a
brother die a few years earlier.
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stage Four interviewees had a wide variety of experiences that they claimed
significantly altered their beliefs and attitudes toward death. Generally, the stage Four
interviewees described their experiences with far greater depth and detail
one individual had a life-threatening and life-altering event when, after an acci-
dent in his late teens, his temperature went up to 10g degrees. After ,,modern' doctors
could do nothing more a Native healer was brought in and helped to lower his tempera-
ture' The interviewee claimed his whole persona changed after the event. He stated
that his thought processes started to change rapidly to where he began having insights
about all beings (humans, plants, rocks) and that he went from ,,a bully to someone who
thought of people other than myself." A second respondent was in vietnam during the
war when a bullet, which would have hit his heart, just missed him because a friend
suddenly moved and took the bullet in his leg. The event started him thinking earty in his
life about his mortality. This interviewee also mentioned that later in his life his mother,s
dying and death had a profound effect on him because he felt so helpless. Also, as a
health care worker and ordained minister, this individual works daily with people who are
dying, which has significantly altered his views on death and dying to the point where he
realized that "true healing happens in relationship."
A third Stage Four person was mistakenly diagnosed with terminal cancer.
Devastated, she took several days to confront herself and stated, ,No emotion was left
untouched' Then there came a point where it was so big that lsaid to myself, ,l get to
die'"' This person helped establish an organization for people who are dying to assist
them with emotional, physical and spiritual healing. The fourth Stage Four participant
had two significant incidents involving very close friends who died. When he was six his
best friend {five years old) was crossing a busy street, and he managed to pull him back
to safety, butthe friend suddenly ran out again, was hit by a car and died instanly. He
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later claimed to realize the extentthis incident had on his unconsciousfear of death
because when his own daughters were growing up and got anprvhere near street curbs
he would suddenly and completely experience panic and fear. Also, when he was
twenty-one a close friend was crushed by a trash hauler right in front of him.
A fifth stage Four individual had previously worked in nursing homes and saw a
lot of death - cleaning dead bodies and preparing them for the morgue. Because she
had so many hands-on, non-emotional experiences with death and dying, she claims
that she has largely made peace with death and dying. A sixth stage Four person
claims to remember bits and pieces from past lives and knows that the death of this
body is not all there is to life. He tries to live in the present moment because he says it,s
all we have.
A seventh respondent recalled two recent experiences with death. Due to their
incredible detail as well as their similarities to Grof 's and Halifax,s (1g77) findings on
using psychedelic drugs to induce profound experiences with death, they are included
here in their entirety.
"A year ago I had an experience with a psychedelic drug called DMT. ln theexperience I thought that I took too much of the drug arid *a, dying. Within theexperience my.ego identity literally regressed in time from the present back tophonetic sounds I made as a child whln everyone was calling my name. I
experienced everything that identified me as me. lt sickened me. lt made meashamed about how mucit importance I placed on myself. lt was uncomfortable
to be with who I am and how I think t am special. I know that I am not. I re-gressed to a fetus and then to a one-celled being and was completely annihilated
and died. Then I went through a process of going through all of the universe,
seeing all the demons of every.kind, rushing me, consuming me. Truly a terror ofhell' After I had been thorouqhlyterrorizeol began to grow back. As tgrewback, I graduallv qrgw into a perton who was sett-tess ano actuaily had a visionof me being a Buddha. One of 10,000 Buddhas. As I regrew to an adult humanbeing I split and divided and cloned myself. I kept dividini and throwing off moreof myself and t!*y all developed into a Buddha. I was sittlng inside a circte wtthtwelve lines of Buddhas- Behind each Buddha was another Buddha. Just likeme, they were all like me and they went out into infinity in every direction - in a
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plane' Not three dimensionally, but in a space like the cosmos with stars allaround me' There u/ere an infinite numbei of Bucldhas. At that moment I felt acomplete oneness with the universe. I fett total peace, tranquility and sublime.At that moment God exposed itself to me - not gendel male or female, but as anenergy' I was completely suffused with that enelgy. I got it a1. tn those twenty-five minutes, which felt timeless, I had experienceo neiven and hell, death andresurrection completely.
Another experience ocflJrred last fall. I had a relationship that was breaking up.I hated my job. lwasn^ttaking responsibility for my choices. There was total lossof control. lt was a brutal, brutal experience. one-night, it*tt very alone insidemy house so l.smoked a joint, thinking I would btissfuily'drift off to sreep. tnsteadof blissfully falling asleep, I went to the dark side. t strut off alt the lights in myhouse and went into my bed, proceeding to have an experience similar to theD[/lT trip - the same reality - except there was the angel of death sitting on mychest' lt was all of the terror of the other trip without the heaven. I thought that Ihad never been so close to my death. I had ToTAL fear. lt was unlike the DMTexperience, which was overwhelming but where the terror of death wasn,t asstrongly associated as it was in this more conscious state. I got to the pointwhere I was sitting up in my bed, voicing my intent, "l don,t want to die.,, I real-ized I was fighting facing my feelings anlut wrrat exists out there in the universeas darkness. r took a deep breath hnd said to myserf, "Just go with it; experienceit'" So lstarted.breathing and feeling death, letting it encompass me. Themoment I gave into it and let it be, it dissolved. The terror went away. Then I laywith my head on the pillow for a couple of hours reflecting on my Iife.,,
Though there was a significant tendency for Stage Four participants to answer
this question in more detail than the other interviewees, any inferences drawn must be
considered tentative. However, the generally lower fear of death scores among stage
Four individuals could indicate that these individuals have emotionally and mentally gone
through their experiences more completely, although by no means did it erase their fear
of death and dying entirely.
Question fifteen asks, "Do you believe in an after-life? lf so, please explain how
you believe it looks and feels and whether it impacts how you live." The rationale behind
this question is to acknowledge the pivotal role that religion and spirituality has histori-
cally played in the development of human belief systems, which fundamentally shape
and help us to interpret our daily lives. At first this may not seem to have great signifi-
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cance. However, this thesis suggests that for most individuals and societies their ideas
about morals and ethics are spiritually or religiously based, and the implications for
social change are profoundly different depending on one's prevailing views.
Nineteen out of twenty responded that they believed in an after-life. Although all
of them struggled to describe exactly how they pictured the experience, they each made
an effort. No one directly responded as to how they could see their views of an after-life
impacting their decision-making, yetthree recognized that they were sure it did, mention-
ing the Buddhist concept of karma.
All five Stage One individuals had religiously based ideas of after-life, with a
traditionally Christian view of heaven and hell - if you were good, you went to heaven, if
you were bad you would go to hell. Two of these individuals expressed great anxiety
over their actions, hoping they would get to heaven and discussed being bothered by
their Catholic guilt. One believed in reincarnation. Stage Two interviewees declared their
beliefs on an after-life to be: Catholic, Judaic and agnostic. The Catholic interviewee
was trying to Iive a good lile based on Catholic principles and hopes for her reward in
heaven. The Jewish interviewee believes that an individual lives on by hisfrer good
deeds - that it is far more important to live your life on this planet than to worry about an
after-lite. He stated that the Jewish concept of resurrection from the biblical chapter of
Ezekial (when the Messiah returns to earth and the dead bones come to life) is more a
metaphorfor whatwill happen. The agnostic interviewee didnt know whatto make of the
concept of an after-life.
Each Stage Three respondent expressed a Christian concept of an after-life
similar to the Stage One individuals. Three of the eight Stage Four individuals also had
a Christian concept of an after-life, but they were more certain that it wasn't a fear-based
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version of heaven and hell (i.e., that hell was more an idea or concept). The remaining
five Stage Four individuals strongly believed in reincarnation and mentioned their spiritu-
ality was very important to them. Although each individual had a different version of
what an after-life looked like, a similar tone running throughout their answer was -
whatever term they used for "God, light, Spirit, Goddess" - it significantly impacted how
they viewed themselves and how they lived their life. One interviewee stated, "Whatever
it looks like I am willing to be open to the mystery. That has been a big lesson in my life.
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